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“Articial or not - there’s always some damned 
perfectionist wants the real thing!”

Abstract
Today many robotic and prosthetic applications involve secure gripping, handling,
and dexterous manipulation of objects. Such operations require an adequate tactile
and force sensing mechanism – ideally a large-area flexible sensory organ to adapt
to an arbitrary shape of a body of a robot or prosthetic limb. In recent years, micro-
machined force sensors in elastic packagings have gained interest, and exhibited vast
potential for application in artificial skins.
This thesis work presents new approaches for a flexible force sensing scheme, namely
focusing on micromachined capacitive force sensors and flexible polymeric substrates.
First, novel designs of capacitive sensors for uni-axial/one-dimensional (1D) and
three-axial/three-dimensional (3D) force measurements are presented. Further, clean
room batch-type microfabrication processes are described, which have been devel-
oped to obtain the sensor prototypes. These processes involved an integration of
the sensor into flexible polymeric films, and the development of innovative material
concepts for the latter.
An original flexible capacitive sensor for 1D large force measurements was designed,
modelled and manufactured. Polyimide fabrication technologies and a robust bond-
ing scheme allowed obtaining flexible-substrate-based sensors with an excellent
durability and resistance to forces when operated in the 0-1 kN range. The experi-
ments confirmed that the sensor can perform measurements of uni-axial load also on
surfaces with curvatures.
Moreover, a novel flexible capacitive sensor for 3D force measurements was developed,
to measure the three-axial loads in the range of those perceived by human skin. Flex-
ible sensors were manufactured by a robust integration of metallization processes
with polymer technologies of polyimide, Parylene-C, and polydimethylsiloxane. The
sensors permitted the measurement of a three-axial force, with a high shear force
sensitivity Sx = 2.8 · 10−4 kPa−1. It was proven in the experiments that the 3-axial
sensitivities of the sensors place the latter exactly in the region of interest for human
hand- and foot-artificial skin applications.
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Finally, an innovative concept of a flexible polymeric substrate was introduced, namely
thin flexible films with custom-designed microporosity. Polypropylene carbonate-
based processes allowed for the realization of foam-like polyimide films with 20-
200 µm wide air chambers at precisely predetermined positions. While maintaining
the desired mechanical and chemical properties of polyimide, the reduction of the
material’s elastic modulus and stiffness was achieved, as shown by nanoindentation
and microcompression experiments.
Keywords: artificial skin, tactile sensing, skin-like sensor, capacitive sensor, flexible sen-
sor, polymer sensor, force sensor, three-axial force, 3D force, porous polyimide, polyimide
foam, microporosity
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Résumé
De nos jours, de nombreuses applications robotiques et prothétiques nécessitent une
prise sûre et une manipulation adroite d’objets. De telles opérations requièrent un
mécanisme de mesure de force et de toucher adéquat– idéalement un organe sensitif
flexible de large surface qui puisse s’adapter à un robot ou à une prothèse de forme
quelconque. Durant les dernières années, les capteurs de force microfabriqués et
empaquetés dans des emballages élastiques ont gagné de l’intérêt et montré un vaste
potentiel d’applications pour les peaux artificielles.
Dans ce travail de thèse, de nouvelles approches pour un système flexible de capteur
de force sont présentées en se focalisant sur des capteurs de force capacitifs micro-
fabriqués ainsi que sur des substrats polymères flexibles. Dans un premier temps,
de nouveaux concepts de capteurs capacitifs pour mesures uniaxiales/unidimen-
sionnelles (1D) et triaxiales/tridimensionnelles (3D) sont présentés. Les procédés de
microfabrication par lots développés en salle blanche pour l’obtention de prototypes
de capteurs sont ensuite décrits. Ces procédés impliquent l’intégration d’un capteur
dans des fines couches de polymères flexibles et le développement de concepts nova-
teurs dans l’utilisation des matériaux.
Un capteur capacitif flexible original pour des mesures de grande force en une di-
mension a été conçu, modélisé et manufacturé. Les technologies de microfabrication
du polyimide ainsi qu’un système robuste de connectique ont permis d’obtenir des
capteurs sur substrats flexibles de durabilité et de résistance aux forces excellentes
lors de leur utilisation dans la gamme de 0 à 1 kN. Les expériences ont confirmé que
le capteur peut effectuer des mesures uniaxiales également sur des surfaces courbées.
Par ailleurs, un capteur capacitif flexible novateur pour des mesures en 3D a été
développé afin de mesurer des charges de l’ordre de celles qui sont perçues par la
peau humaine. Des capteurs flexibles ont été manufacturés par l’intégration fiable de
procédés de métallisation aux technologies polymères du polyimide, du Parylène-C et
du polydimethylsiloxane. Les capteurs ont permis de mesurer une force triaxiale avec
une sensibilité aux forces de cisaillement Sx = 2.8 ·10−4 kPa−1. Il a été prouvé durant
les expériences que les sensibilités triaxiales du capteur placent celui-ci exactement
dans la région d’intérêt pour des applications dans le domaine des peaux artificielles
xi
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pour mains et pieds humains.
Finalement, un concept innovant de substrats polymères flexibles a été introduit, à
savoir des films flexibles avec une microporosité contrôlée. Un procédé fondé sur le
polypropylène carbonate a permis la réalisation de films de polyimide ressemblant
à une éponge avec des chambres d’air larges de 20 à 200 µm à des positions préci-
sément prédéterminées. Une réduction du module élastique a été réalisée tout en
maintenant les propriétés mécaniques et chimiques désirées du polyimide, ainsi que
des expériences de nanoindentation et de microcompression l’ont montré.
Mots-clés : peau artificielle, capteurs tactiles, capteurs capacitifs, capteurs flexibles,
capteurs polymères, capteurs de force, force triaxiale, force 3D, polyimide poreux, éponge
de polyimide, microporosité.
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Zusammenfassung
Viele Arbeiten, die von Robotern und Prothesen verrichtet werden, sind auf das
zuverlässige Greifen und einen geschickten Umgang mit Objekten aller Art ange-
wiesen. Solche Arbeitsvorgänge benötigen einen zweckdienlichen Tast- und Kraft-
Messmechanismus – idealerweise einen grossflächigen flexiblen Sensor, welcher sich
an beliebige Körperformen eines Roboters oder einer Prothese anpasst. In den letzten
Jahren haben mikrotechnologisch hergestellte Kraftsensoren, die in in elastischen
Materialien beträchtliche Aufmerksamkeit erhalten und ein grosses Potential als
künstliche Haut gezeigt.
Diese Doktorarbeit zeigt neue Herangehensweisen auf, wie ein flexibler Kraftsensor
hergestellt werden kann, und behandelt namentlich mikrotechnologisch produzierte
kapazitative Kraftsensoren sowie biegbare Trägermaterialien aus Kunststoff. Zuerst
werden neuartige Designs für kapazitative Sensoren zur einachsigen/eindimensio-
nalen (1D) und dreiachsigen/dreidimensionalen Kraftmessung vorgestellt. Ferner
werden verscheidene mikrotechnologische Losfertigungsprozesse beschrieben, die
zur Herstellung der Sensorprototypen entwickelt worden sind. Diese Prozesse bein-
halteten das Einbetten des Sensors in flexiblen Polymerfilmen und die Entwicklung
innovativer Materialkonzepte hierfür.
Ein grundlegend neuer biegbarer kapazitativer Sensor zur Messung grosser eindimen-
sionaler Kräfte ist entworfen, modelliert, hergestellt und getestet worden. Polyimid-
basierte Produktiostechnologien und ein robustes Bondieren ermöglichten die Her-
stellung von Sensoren, die auf einem flexiblen Susbtrat beruhen und eine hervoragen-
de Beständigkeit und Festigkeit gegenüber Kräften aufweisen, wenn sie im Bereich von
0 bis 1 kN betrieben werden. Die Experimente bestätigten, dass der Sensor Messungen
einachsiger Lasten auch auf gebogenen Oberflächen durchführen kann.
Ausserdem wurde ein neuartiger biegbarer kapazitativer Sensor zur Messung dreidi-
mensionaler Kräfte entworfen, um dreiachsige Kräfte zu messen, die im Lastbereich
liegen, der auch von der menschlichen Haut abgedeckt wird. Biegbare Sensoren sind
mittels einer robusten Kopplung von Metallisierungsprozessen mit Polymertechnolo-
gie (Polyimid, Parylen-C und Polydimethylsiloxan) hergestellt worden. Die Sensoren
erlaubten es, dreiachsige Kräfte mit einer hohen Empfindlichkeit gegenüber Schub-
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kräften (Sx = 2.8 ·10−4kPa−1) zu messen. Es wurde experimentell gezeigt, dass die
Empfindlichkeit auf dreiachsige Kräfte den Sensor genau in dem Bereich verorten, der
für eine künstliche Fuss- und Handhaut von Interesse ist.
Schliesslich wurde ein innovatives Konzept eines biegbaren Kunststoffsubstrates ein-
geführt, namentlich dünner biegbarer Schichten mit einer massgeschneiderten Mikro-
porsität. Prozesse, die Polypropylencarbonat verwenden, ermöglichten es, schwamm-
ähnliche Polyimid-Filme mit 20-200 µm breiten Luftkammern an genau vordefinier-
ten Stellen anzufertigen. Während die erwünschten mechanischen und chemischen
Eigenschaften von Polyimid beibehalten wurden, wurde eine Verminderung des Elasti-
zitätsmoduls erzielt, wie es Nanoindentierungs- und Mikrokompressionsexperimente
zeigen.
Schlagworte: künstliche Haut, Berührungssensorik, hautähnlicher Sensor, kapazitati-
ver Sensor, flexibler Sensor, biegbarer Sensor, Kraftsensor, dreiachsige Kraft, 3D-Kraft,
poröses Polyimid, Polyimidschaum, Mikroporosität
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Sommario
Attualmente molte applicatiozioni robotiche e protesiche richiedono una presa si-
cura e un’abile manipolazione degli oggetti. Tali operazioni richiedono un adeguato
meccanismo di rilevamento sia tattile che di forza - idealmente un organo sensoriale
flessibile che ricopra una vasta area, in grado di adattarsi a una forma arbitraria del
corpo di un robot o di un arto protesico. Negli ultimi anni, sensori di forza microfab-
bricati in packaging elastici hanno guadagnato interesse, ed hanno dimostrato un
grande potenziale per la loro applicazione nelle campo della pella artificiale.
Questo lavoro di tesi presenta uno nuovo approccio per lo sviluppo di un sistema di
rilevamento flessibile di forza, focalizzandosi su sensori di forza capacitivi microla-
vorati e su supporti polimerici flessibili. In primo luogo, vengono presentati design
innovativi di sensori capacitivi per misure di forza sia uniassiali/unidimensionali (1D),
sia triassiali/tridimensionali (3D). Inoltre, vengono descritti i processi di microfab-
bricazione in batch che sono stati realizzati in camera pulita per ottenere i prototipi
di sensore. Questi processi hanno incluso l’integrazione del sensore in film flessibili
polimerici, e lo sviluppo di concetti innovativi sui materiali necessari per questi ultimi.
Un originale sensore capacitivo flessibile per misure unidimensionali di forze elevate è
stato progettato, modellizzato e realizzato. Tecnologie di fabbricazione in poliimmide
e uno schema di bonding robusto hanno permesso di ottenere sensori su supporto
flessibile con una eccelente durata e resistenza alle forze, quando utilizzato nel range
0-1 kN. Gli esperimenti hanno confermato che il sensore può effettuare misure di
carico uniassiale anche su superfici curve.
Inoltre, è stato sviluppato un nuovo sensore capacitivo flessibile per misure di forza 3D,
in grado di misurare carichi lungo i tre assi nello stesso range di forze percepite dalla
pelle umana. Sono stati realizzati sensori flessibili grazie ad una robusta integrazione
dei processi di metallizzazione con le tecnologie polimeriche in poliimmide, Parilene-
C, e polidimetilsilossano. I sensori hanno consentito la misurazione di forza lungo
i tre assi, con un’elevata sensibilità dello sforzo di taglio pari a Sx = 2.8 ·10−4 kPa−1.
Tramite diversi esperimenti è stato dimostrato che la sensibilità dei sensori lungo i
tre assi è tale da rientrare esattamente nel range di applicazione per pelli artificiali di
mani e piedi.
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Infine, è stato introdotto un concetto innovativo di substrato polimerico flessibile, ov-
vero quello di film flessibili sottili con microporosità scelta su misura. Processi basati
sul carbonato di polipropilene hanno consentito la realizzazione di film in poliim-
mide con struttura simile alla schiuma, con camere d’aria di dimensione di 20-200 µm.
in posizioni definite con accuratezza. Pur mantenendo le proprietà meccaniche e
chimiche desiderate della poliimmide, è stato possibile ottenere una riduzione del
modulo elastico del materiale come dimostrato da esperimenti di nanoindentazione
e microcompressione.
Parole chiavi : pelle artificiale, rilevamento tattile, sensore simile alla pelle, sensore
capacitivo, sensore flessibile, sensore polimerico, sensore di forza, forza tri-assiale, forza
3D, poliimmide porosa, schiuma di poliimmide, microporosità.
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations and Acronyms
1D one-dimension(al)
2D two-dimension(al)
3D three-dimension(al)
Al aluminum
Ar argon
Au gold
BCl3 boron trichloride
CF carbon fiber
Cl chlorine
CMOS complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
CNT carbon nanotube
Cr chromium
Cu copper
DMA dynamical mechanical analyzer
DOF degree of freedom
DRIE deep reactive ion etching
DSC differential scanning calorimetry
FEM finite element method
FET field effect transistor
FPCB flexible printed circuit board
FSR force-sensitive resistor
F/T force and torque
Ge germanium
GRF ground reaction force
HF hydrofluoric acid
HBP hyperbranched polymer
IC intergraded circuit
ICP inductively coupled plasma
IPMC ionic polymer metal composite
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations and Acronyms – continued from previous page
MEMS microelectromechanical systems
MOS metal–oxide–semiconductor
MW molecular weight
N2 nitrogen
Ni nickel
NMP n-methyl-2-pyrrolidone
NW nanowire
O2 oxygen
OFET organic field effect transistor
OTFT organic thin-film transistor
PCB printed circuit board
PCR pressure-conductive rubber
PDMS polydimethylsiloxane
PEC polyethylene carbonate
PECVD plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition
PEN polyethylene naphthalate
PI polyimide
PMMA polymethylmethacrylate
PNB polynorborene
POF plastic optical fiber
POSFET piezoelectric oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
PPC polypropylene carbonate
PR photoresist
Pt platinum
PVD physical vapour deposition
PVDF polyvinylidene fluoride
RT room temperature
SEM scanning electron microscopy
Si silicon/silicium
SiN silicon nitride
SiO2 silicon dioxide
SF6 sulfur hexafluoride
TCD tetracyclododecene
TGA thermal gravimetric analysis
Ti titanium
TrFE trifluoroethylene
TS Taylor series
TFT thin-film transistor
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Nomenclature
Abbreviations and Acronyms – continued from previous page
UV ultraviolet (light), ∼10 nm–400 nm wavelength
W tungsten
XPS X-ray photoelectron specroscopy
Zn zinc
Symbols
A area [m2]
β, a geometrical coefficients [-]
C capacitance [F]
γ shear strain [-]
E Young’s modulus [Pa]
ε dielectric constant, permittivity [-]
²z normal strain [-]
f frequency [Hz]
F force [N]
G shear modulus [Pa]
h height, depth / vertical distance [m]
H hardness [Pa/m2]
L length [m]
n number / quantity [-]
ν Poisson’s ratio [-]
P pressure [Pa]
s spacing [m]
S stiffness [N/m]/[Pa/m]
σ compressive stress [Pa]
t thickness [m]
Tb boiling temperature [°C]
Tg glass transition temperature [°C]
τ shear stress [Pa]
w width [m]
x transverse / horizontal displacement [m]
z vertical displacement / deflection [m]
Z impedance [Ω]
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1 Introduction
In 1939, science fiction writer Isaac Asimov authored the first story about harmless
robots who help humanity [1]. In the story, set in the futuristic year 1996, the hero was
a nursemaid robot (figure 1.1a). Surprisingly, exactly at that time, a robot was indeed
developed to perform various household tasks with humans in daily life (figure 1.1b).
For the first time in history a robot prepared a man scrambled eggs for breakfast [2],
and science fiction became science fact.
Today, human-robot symbiosis is ubiquitous. Paralyzed patients use neural signals
to control and navigate robotic arms via brain implants [3]. A therapeutic seal-robot
calms patients in hospitals [4], welfare-robots transport patients in nursing homes
[5] (figure 1.1d), while bartender-robots serve clients [6]. In manufacturing plants,
industrial robots work in close proximity to and together with humans [7, 8]. Crowning
the accomplishments of human-robot symbiosis, a bionic boy, fitted with an advanced
hand prosthesis, carried the 2012 Olympic Torch [9, 10].
Eventually, robots will escape from their well-organized corner of a factory and
will start dealing with the unstructured environment of the surrounding everyday
world [14]. Thus, they will require human-friendly soft features [15, 16] and a variety
of sensory information, including tactile cognition, to navigate, manipulate objects,
protect themselves, and to protect humans in their neighborhood. An artificial skin –
a synthetically-acquired flexible large-area sensing organ – could endow the robots
with the ultimate sense of touch. Indeed, for many prosthetic and robotic applica-
tions, which require dexterous manipulation and safe interaction with people, the
development of an artificial skin is of profound interest.
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(c) (d)
(b)(a)
Figure 1.1: Robots providing help to humanity and assisting in daily-life activities:
(a) a book cover of a 1939 science-fiction tale about a girl and her nanny-robot [11];
(b) a human-symbiotic robot TWENDY-ONE (2012) carrying a tray with breakfast for
a caretaker [12]; (c) Hollywood’s 1956 vision of a robot saving a crew member from
a starship crash [13]; (d) a welfare-task RI-MAN robot (2012) transporting a hospital
patient [5].
The constant miniaturization in engineering science has led to the development of
remarkable micromachining techniques for mass-production of devices with small
volume and weight, which are operational, sensitive and accurate with minimal
amount of required space [17]. In particular, recent work on micromachined force
sensors in flexible packages exhibited vast potential for the application in an artificial
skin. Technological advances have already resulted in small and thin sensors, with
high spatial resolution sensing cells. Integrated in flexible polymeric substrates, such
sensors can be fixed on the non-planar surfaces of robotic bodies, human medical
prostheses, or can be used in other applications, where large-area surface conforma-
bility, flexibility, deformability, and even stretchability of the skin-like substrate is
2
C
C+∆C C-∆C
∆C1
∆C2
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e)
Figure 1.2: Principle of operation of capacitive sensors introduced in this thesis,
consisting of a dielectric sandwiched by two metal electrodes. (a) A capacitive sensor
under zero-load conditions (initial capacitance C ). (b) Compressive and (c) shear
force applied to the sensor (change in capacitance by ∆C ). (d, e) Compressive force
applied to the sensor with a foam-like dielectric layer of custom-designed porosity
(d) with low void fraction, and (e) with high void fraction. Under the same load, the
capacitor shown in (e) is more compressed than the one in (d), thus a bigger change
in capacitance is obtained (∆C2 >∆C1).
necessary [18]. Amongst the sensors, one class of devices that can readily measure
force are capacitive transducers. In capacitive sensors, upon load application, a flexi-
ble dielectric between the electrodes deforms, changing the geometry, and hence the
capacitance value of the touch-sensitive cell.
This thesis focuses on micromachined capacitive force sensors and flexible polymeric
substrates as promising concepts towards an artificial skin. The miniaturisation of the
sensors yields a dense spatial arrangement onto large-area substrates. Micromachined
capacitors are readily placed, with high spatial resolution, on flexible and large-area
expandable polymer materials, which can in turn conformally cover robotic or pros-
thetic body surfaces. The capacitive approach offers high sensitivity and demonstrates
both uni-axial and three-axial force sensing-capabilities.
Within the scope of this work, micromachined capacitive sensors on flexible polymeric
substrates are developed and tested. The sensors measure normal loads, which in-
duce a change in capacitance by reducing the spacing between the electrodes (figure
1.2b), and shear loads, which change the overlap-area of the electrodes (figure 1.2c).
Moreover, an innovative concept of flexible cellular polymeric film is presented, which
has the potential to be integrated into these sensors as a foam-like dielectric with
customizable elasticity (figures 1.2d, e).
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Chapter 2 gives an overview on aspects of human and artificial tactile sensing. In
particular, the state of the art in artificial touch sensors and tactile-sensing technolo-
gies is presented, with focus on capacitive sensors and sensors deposited on flexible
polymeric substrates.
In chapter 3, an original flexible capacitive sensor for uni-axial large force measure-
ments is presented. The design of the transducer and its theoretical model is intro-
duced. I report on the microfabrication process and bonding techniques for obtaining
a robust device. I demonstrate experimentally the durability and resistance of the
prototype to large forces, and the reliable operation under uni-axial loads when placed
on non-planar surfaces. The sensor brings promise for application to industrial robots,
to measure grasp force while conforming to arbitrary gripper geometries.
Chapter 4 reports on a novel flexible capacitive sensor for three-axial force measure-
ments. The design of the finger-shaped sensor electrodes is introduced, rendering
a prototype for the measurement of 3D load with high sensitivity in all axes. Also a
theoretical model of the capacitive transducer is provided. I present the microfab-
rication process of the sensor, based on flexible polymer technologies. The device
undergoes loading experiments under a three-axial force to reveal the normal- and
shear-force sensitivities of the tactile cells. The experimental results are compared
with the typical range of forces appearing on human skin in the hand- and foot-areas,
showing potential of the sensor for skin-like prosthetic and robotic applications.
An innovative concept of a flexible polymeric substrate is introduced in chapter 5.
The development of thin flexible films with custom-designed microporosity is dis-
cussed, including the detailed microfabrication process steps and manufacturing
challenges. I present analytical and numerical methods to model the mechanical
stress–strain properties of the micropores. Compression tests of microporous films
demonstrate an improvement of the elasticity for a foam-like layer when compared to
non-porous films made of the same polymer. This sponge-like material is envisioned
for future artificial skin size-expansions into large-area surfaces of prosthetic and
robotic systems.
Finally, the results and findings of this work are summarized in chapter 6 and I con-
clude with an outlook for future applications of artificial skin.
4
2 Tactile sensing: from human skin to
artificial receptors
By definition, the sense of touch refers to the sensations caused by physical contact
between an external object and a sensory organ [14, 19]. Such an organ is, e.g., the
skin of a living organism; nevertheless skin-like touch-sensitive receptors can be also
produced in an artificial manner.
This chapter gives an overview on the tactile sensing. In particular, it treats the sensing
process, the requirements for tactile sensing, and emerging engineering approaches
to develop tactile sensors. The following sections give an introduction to the science
of human skin receptors and tactile perception. From this, the requirements for the
design of artificial tactile sensing systems are deduced. Finally, a state of the art in
artificial tactile sensing technologies is presented. A literature review focuses on
microfabricated force sensors for uni-axial and three-axial force measurements. A
particular emphasis is put on capacitive sensors and sensors deposited on flexible
polymeric substrates, as these represent the main contributions of this thesis.
2.1 Cutaneous receptors in human skin
The human skin is a mosaic of cutaneous receptors, which, distributed all over the
body with variable density and embedded at different depths (figure 2.1), provide
sensitiveness to fine touch, pressure, pain and temperature [19–22]. The response to
mechanical stimuli is mediated by mechanoreceptors, the sensory receptors respon-
sive to pressure and vibrations, having various receptive fields and rates of adaptation.
Merkel cells respond to sustained pressure at very low frequencies and the stimuli
of spatial deformation, curvatures, edges, and corners. They are useful for texture
perception, form and pattern detection, and tactile flow perception, playing an im-
portant role, e.g., in reading Braille. Ruffini endings respond to sustained downward
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Merkel cells 
(ne touch)
Meissner corpuscles 
(ne touch)
Pacinian corpuscles 
(pressure)
Runi endings 
(pressure)
Figure 2.1: Section of human skin under a scanning electron microscope and a
schematic showing the physical locations of mechanoreceptors. Two types of cu-
taneous receptors are sensitive to fine touch, and two other types are responsible
for pressure sensing. Adapted from [23] © Science Photo Library and [21] © 2008
McGraw-Hill.
pressure at high frequencies, to lateral skin stretch and skin slip. They are responsible
for motion detection, and tangential force determination on skin surface, enabling,
e.g., proper finger position when gripping an object, and a stable grasp. Meissner cor-
puscles respond to low-frequency vibrations, as caused by e.g. a slipping object across
fingers. Pacinian corpuscles respond to high-frequency vibrations, experienced when
an object first makes contact with skin, e.g., when a mosquito lands on the arm.
The tactile sensation of the skin requires the four types of mechanoreceptors to always
work together [24]. This complex and distributed nature of the human sense of touch
remains challenging to be reproduced or substituted in an artificial manner [22].
As further shown in this thesis, artificial sensors can also support sensitivity both to
fine touch and high pressure. Chapter 4 reports on an artificial tactile receptor, which
mimics the tactile sensation provided with Merkel and Meissner’s mechanoreceptors,
and Pacinian and Ruffini corpuscles.
2.2 Human skin tactile perception
Human skin mechanoreceptors provide the sensory input for the central nervous
system, e.g., about hand orientation or foot placement. The information gathered,
e.g., from the skin of the fingertips or plantar surface of the foot, is used by the brain
to actively control our hands for object manipulation or our feet for body-balance
retention, respectively.
Hand-skin haptic data is a clue for deft manual performance. Object manipulation,
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Pressure distribution maps of a hand and feet. (a) Pressure distribution
on the hand surface when grasping a cylindrical handle [25] © 2011 IEEE. (b) Plantar
pressure distribution of patients with severe foot deformation [26], with permission of
Elsevier.
handovers [27], adjustment of grasp forces for gripping, adaptation to different grip
object surfaces and weights [28], and collision detection [29, 30] are only possible
when a sense of touch exists. In fact, when the sense of touch is removed, humans
have great troubles performing [28, 31].
Various studies have evaluated hand skin touch-sensitivity and hand grasp force
[28, 32–34] (figure 2.2a). The human skin at the hand fingertips is sensitive enough to
perceive as little as 2.5 kPa of pressure, which corresponds to a gentle touch [33]. At
the same time, the maximum fist grasp force ranges from 220-500 N, corresponding
roughly to 150-350 kPaa exerted on the skin-parts of the hand that are in contact with
the object [34]. A pressure of 5 N (∼50 kPaa) is needed to hold a light rough object
in between two fingers; when gripped, it will exert on our skin the shear force of 4 N
(∼40 kPaa) [28]. The same light object, but of slippery surface, requires a strong grip of
25 N of normal force (∼250 kPaa) and 10 N of shear (∼100 kPaa).
Nonetheless, tactile perception extends far beyond the hand-areas to the whole body
surface covered with the skin. Likewise, the skin under the plantar surface of a foot
provides important tactile sensation, which plays a crucial role for human balance
and gait [35]. Plantar ground reaction force (GRF) data can provide clues towards
the evaluation of patients’ functional disabilities [26] (figure 2.2b) or progress after
a surgical intervention [36]. Moreover, the sensitivity map of the foot is useful in
creating footwear for better balance control and in designing comfortable shoes [37].
Numerous gait analysis studies assess human skin perception in the foot-area and the
normal and shear GRF deformations of the plantar skin. Normal sole pressure when
standing is ∼15 kPa, while, in gait, pressures of up to 100 kPa in the midfoot, 250 kPa
in the toes [38], and 170 kPa in the heel [39] can be observed. Foot shear pressure
avalues interpreted from figures or estimated from the data available in the publications [28, 34]
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accounts for up to 16% of normal force [40], resulting in peak shear pressures of 50 kPa
in the heel and 90 kPa in the metatarsus [39].
Artificial skin-like tactile sensors can be of use for the evaluation of the forces existing
when human skin is in contact with an object, or for the applications that mimic
human skin tactile perception. Chapter 4 reports on a tactile sensor, whose rage of
measurable 3D forces and 3-axial sensitivity is compatible with the tactile sensation
of human skin in the hand- and feet-areas.
2.3 Requirements to artificial mimicking of human tac-
tile sensing
Based on the discussions of sections 2.1 and 2.2, the desirable features of artificial
sensors, mimicking human sense of touch, can be formulated. Hints and requirements
for the design of artificial tactile sensing systems have been earlier reported in review
papers [22, 41, 42], and some of their main findings are summarized in this thesis.
Taking the analogy of the human skin, whose tactile sensibility depends on the body
site [19], an artificial touch system should be a distributed large-area sensory organ,
with a spatial resolution and sensitivity based on the body site where it is to be placed.
In particular, for prosthetic applications, the spatial resolution should be 1–2 mm for
more-sensitive areas [42], and 5 mm for the less-sensitive [22].
A critical ability required from a single taxel (tactile pixel) is the measurement of
not only the magnitude, but also the direction of load [22, 41], a force vector which
is referred to in this thesis as a three-axial or a three-dimensional (3D) force. In
mechatronics, the detection of the 3D contact forces is important, e.g., to sense
the shape of an object in a gripper [43], to scan the surface texture [44, 45], and to
recognize slip [45], or for robotic balance control [46] and walk stabilization [47–49].
Since human skin experiences constant 3-axial force deformations (see section 2.2),
3D aspects in sensing should be particularly considered, e.g., when designing artificial
skin for prosthetic applications.
An application-specific sensitivity and an adapted dynamic range are envisaged for
touch-sensing systems. Considering sensors for prosthetics or symbiotic robots, the
involved touch forces to be measured are in the range of those reported in section 2.2.
In contrast, industrial robots operate in the kN range of contact forces, when gripping
and manipulating objects [50].
In addition to the factors above, distributed tactile sensors should be ideally elastic,
flexible, conformable [22], soft and stretchable [18]. For applications that require
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determining forces against human body parts, the sensors must cover the involved
body area surface and be conformal to its shape [51]. When distributed over a robotic
body, touch sensors should only insignificantly increase the thickness of a part, and
they should rather aim at simple integration methods [22]. Robust artificial touch
systems should withstand harsh conditions of temperature, humidity, chemical stress,
electric field, or sudden force [42].
Yet today, even with the state-of-the-art engineering science advancements, an in-
tegration of the above-mentioned design clues into a functioning system remains
technologically challenging [22]. An envisaged solution is the integration of highly
sensitive miniaturised 3D force sensors onto large-area flexible substrates in a dense
spatial arrangement [41].
In this thesis, chapters 3 and 4 report on artificial tactile sensors, and chapter 5 on
thin flexible films, whose features are comparable with those of a human skin.
2.4 Tactile sensing implemented
Since most of the robotic grippers employed in industry are designed on an ad hoc
basis [52], a large number of robots have no sensory capabilities [14, 52] and their
tasks are performed in a programmed sequence of movements, with “open gripper”
and “close gripper” commands only. However, there are robots that possess some
form of sensing, which, together with control systems, allow for handling of objects
with a varying shape, for locating randomly placed targets, or for protecting against
unexpected and dangerous situations [14].
This section presents a brief overview on the commercial sensors that are used in
tactile sensing in robots and prostheses. Most systems use sensors that are widely
available, and which can be divided into three main groups: actuator effort sensors,
force and torque sensors, and tactile sensors (see figure 2.3).
2.4.1 Actuator effort sensors
One indirect method to measure the force at the point of contact with an object is
to quantify the amount of the effort required by an actuator to perform the grasp or
a touch-task. Information from the actuator effort sensors can be combined with
knowledge about the robot geometry to estimate the location of, and the force at, the
contact point [53].
For systems that use electric drives, a measure of the actuator effort can be obtained
directly by measuring the motor current or the motor torque at the output of the
9
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Figure 2.3: An industrial robot (courtesy of ABB) and its typical load sensors. Robotic
hand scheme adapted from [53], © 2008 Springer. The hand is equipped with a
tactile sensor (courtesy of Interlink Electronics), a force/torque sensor (courtesy of ATI
Industrial Automation), and an actuator effort sensor (courtesy of FUTEK Advanced
Sensor Technology).
gearbox. In commercial motors, solutions to this problem include resistors, which are
embedded in series with the motor and measure voltage drop; shaft torque load cells
furnished with strain gauges; and mechanical structures at the joint of a robotic arm
whose deflections can be measured using electromagnetic or optical sensors [53]. For
cable- or tendon-actuated arms and grippers, it is useful to monitor the cable tension,
detected by strain gauges mounted on deflecting beams [14, 53]. The dexterous
prosthesis Shadow Hand (Shadow Robot Company) [54] is equipped with sensors on
tendon-based pneumatic artificial muscles, to allow its precise control. The pressure-
driven control of the pneumatic drive of the Bionic Handling Assistant (Festo) [55]
results in a smooth movement of a robotic arm and in the precise grasp of an elephant’s
trunk-like robotic gripper (see figure on the front-page of chapter 3).
2.4.2 Force/torque sensors
Force and torque sensors are found most often at the base joint or wrist of a robot, but
can also be distributed throughout its body [53]. Any type of multiaxis load cell can be
used to sense the manipulator force and torque. However, miniaturized six degrees of
freedom (DOF) force/torque (F/T) sensors are usually preferred. F/T sensors assess
the touch force at a single contact point.
The 6 DOF force sensors are strain gauge-based sensors measuring and outputting
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forces and torques for all three Cartesian coordinates (x, y and z). Miniature T/F
sensors are available from many manufacturers (e.g. ATI Industrial Automation, BL
Autotec Ltd) and are offered in packagings of sizes below 2 cm both in diameter and
height [56, 57]. The 6 DOF F/T sensors perform well with respect to creep, hysteresis
and long time stability [58].
The TWENDY-ONE robot (Sugano Laboratory) has a four-finger-hand with 6-axis force
sensors installed at each fingertip [29, 59]. With the tactile feedback, the machine is
able to grip and manipulate various objects, such as a paper cup or a pencil. The new
generation of dexterous hands of Light-Weight Robots (DLR) [8] are also equipped
with miniature 6-component F/T sensors at the fingertips [60]. This allows controlling
the grasp forces on the fingertips [61] and enables dexterous object manipulation [62].
2.4.3 Tactile sensors
In contrast to actuator effort sensors and F/T sensors, tactile sensors, mounted at
the inside of gripper fingers and fingertips, measure directly contact of the robot
with an object, or the amount of pressure applied on the touch surface. They help to
detect proper gripping and slippage of objects [63], and, being often embedded in
deformable elastic packagings, support grasp stability [53].
The most common, simplest, and most readily available off-the-shelf tactile sensing
component is a force-sensitive resistor (FSR) [53]. An FSR consists of a polymer thick
film, realized by printing conductive ink, whose resistance decreases when force is
applied to its surface. Although similar in operating principle to piezoresistors, FSRs
cannot be used for precise force measurements, but rather for the detection and
discrimination between load cycles. Arrays of FSRs (Interlink Electronics) [64], and
their equivalents, Flexiforce sensors (Tekscan) [65], are available on flexible polymer
substrates. The finger prosthesis i-limb digits (Touch Bionics) [10] uses FSRs to sense
pressure from a remnant digit, and control the “open” and “close” operation of the
prosthetic hand.
Commercial pressure sensors (e.g. from Honeywell) can also be used for touch-sensing
applications [66]. The bionic hand of Shadow Robot Company [54] uses pressure-
sensor-based tactile transducers BioTac (SynTouch) [67]. A robotic finger equipped
with BioTac outperforms human touch, discriminating between 117 different textures
with an accuracy of 95% [68].
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2.4.4 Commercial sensors summary
The interest in tactile sensing has shifted away from the industrial arena, and it
may be surprising to find so little tactile sensing applied in industrial robotics and
automation, considering these domains as a major area of application [69]. Very few
industrial or commercial tactile sensing devices are available, and even less are in
regular application in industry.
The few existing commercial devices are bulky and rigid, they lack flexibility and
large-area expendability. Actuator effort sensors provide rough feedback for grip
estimation only. The F/T sensors, which allow 3-axial force measurements, are bulky
and limited to sampling data from local contact points. The existing tactile sensor
arrays, which are flexible and perform over a large area, are restricted to uni-axial
force measurements. To the best of my knowledge, none of the currently available
commercial products is able to measure both normal and shear contact forces at the
arbitrarily-shaped large-area surfaces of robotic and prosthetic bodies.
2.5 Microfabricated force sensors
The realization and application of microfabricated force sensors is well documented
in literature [22, 41, 42, 58, 70–74]. Technological advances in microfabrication have
already provided small and thin sensors, characterized by a high spatial resolution
of sensing cells. A variety of applications deals with sensor arrays that can accurately
sense texture [44, 45], evaluate fine touch over large skin-like areas [75–79], measure
hand forces [80–85], forces in orthodontia [86, 87], or in upper [88] and lower pros-
thetic limbs [89–91], forces of end-effectors in minimally invasive surgeries [92–97],
or plantar pressure in humanoid robots [49], to name a few.
This section focuses on micrometer-scaled single tactile sensors and tactile sensor
arrays, which are fairly close to what we imagine by an artificial skin, as they can
be custom-designed for 3D force detection schemes and deposited on thin flexible
substrates. Various uni-axial and three-axial micromachined force sensors are re-
viewed from the recent literature, including piezoresistive, strain-gauge, piezoelectric,
conductive polymer, optical, magnetic and transistor-based systems. In this thesis,
particular focus is shifted to flexible substrate-based force sensors and capacitive force
sensors. A broader review of literature on micromachined force sensors is available in
the table 2.1 and various review papers [22, 41, 42, 58, 73, 74].
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(a) (b) (c)
piezoresistors
(f)(d) (e)cantilevers
Figure 2.4: Piezoresistive tactile sensors. (a-c) The piezoresistive hair-like sensor by
[92]: (a) schematic 3D illustration of a silicon post embedded on a PI diaphragm,
(b) top view of the fabricated structure, and (c) top view photograph of the post
being pushed by a microneedle and stopped by the cylindrical wall, © 2010 IEEE. (d)
Concept of a cantilever-based tactile sensor, reprinted from [99], and (e) photograph
of piezoresistive cantilever chips embedded in a flexible rubber [100], © 2009 IEEE. (f)
Image of a semi-flexible piezoresistive tactile sensor array, embedded in PDMS and
wired on the FPCB, reprinted from [101], © 2006 IOP Publishing.
2.5.1 Micromachined piezoresistive sensors
Piezoresistive sensors function upon the piezoresistive effect, which causes change in
electrical resistance under an applied strain and deformation. The resistance value is
determined by both the bulk resistivity and by the dimensions. Consequently, there
are two ways by which the resistance value can change in response to an applied strain
– the dimensions (length and cross section), and the resistivity, which can change as a
function of strain for certain materials (e.g. doped silicon, ceramics). Piezoresistors
are resistors whose resistivity changes with applied strain [98].
Silicon (Si)-based batch-fabricated piezoresistive force sensors have been well re-
ported in the literature [81, 92, 99, 101–107]. Kane et al. composed an array of piezore-
sistive stress sensing elements, constructed with a fully complementary metal–oxide–
semiconductor (CMOS)-compatible fabrication process, allowing the integration of
the sensing structures with digital control circuitry [102]. The sensors demonstrated
a linear response to applied normal stress up to 35 kPa. Bartsch et al. developed a
miniaturized multiaxis piezoresistive force sensor, with which they estimated the 3D
GRFs of a running cockroach [106]. Although these Si-based force sensors offered the
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possibility for miniaturization, they were not useful as tactile imagers, because of their
hard and bulky packaging and lack of force-overload protection.
In order to overcome the technological incompatibility between piezoresistive materi-
als and polymeric filmsb, and to create semi-flexible sensors, flexible membranes were
used by some research groups as a connecting material between Si-diaphragm sensors
[81, 92]. Others mounted Si-dies on flexible substrates using a conductive epoxy glue
[101, 104, 108]. Silicon piezoresistive force sensors packaged in flexible polyimide (PI)
were proposed by Beebe et al. [81]. Hybrid piezoresistive tactile sensors composed of
both rigid Si posts and a flexible PI diaphragm, mimicking a hair-like structure, have
been reported by Hu et al. [92] (figure 2.4a-c). They revealed an improved durability
and resistance to excessive load and were able to measure 3D forces up to 3 mN.
Similar piezoresistive sensors have been glued as Si-dies on a flexible printed circuit
board (FPCB) [101], Kapton®[104] and polyurethane [108] substrates. Nevertheless,
the large-area expandability of these sensors was limited due to the design of the
sensing cells, intended for force-sensing at a contact point, not pressure-sensing over
a large surface.
For large-area pressure-sensing applications, cantilever-based piezoresistive sensors
were demonstrated in elastic silicone rubber packagings [99, 100, 105] (figure 2.4d, e).
Sohgawa et al. demonstrated a tactile array sensor with 3×3 piezoresistive micro-
cantilevers for 3D force measurements [99]. The Si-dies bearing the cantilevers were
embedded in polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for protection and transfer of surface-
applied stress to the cantilevers. The sensor measured normal and shear loads up to
130 kPa and 25 kPa, respectively. Kim et al. developed a 3D force sensor matrix using
rigid Si micromachining and packaging technologies of the FPCB with PDMS [101]
(figure 2.4f). The resulting device was a semi-flexible tactile sensor array containing
4×4 piezoresistive chips, providing sensitivity of 2.1% /N and 0.5% /N, for normal and
shear force, respectively.
Exploiting the piezoresistive behavior of a carbon fiber (CF), Park et al. proposed
a tactile sensor replacing Si-based piezoresistors with CFs [109]. Such an approach
allowed depositing the sensing elements on elastomeric polymer surfaces.
Micro-machined piezoresistive tactile sensors offer 3D force sensing, a high spa-
tial resolution, high stress sensitivity, and direct integration with signal-processing
electronics. However, these sensors expose limited flexibility and poor large-area
expandability due to a Si-based packaging of the sensing cells, and are therefore not
suitable for tactile sensing skin-like applications.
bi.e., polymers cannot withstand the high temperatures of silicon doping processes
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2.5.2 Micromachined strain gauge-based sensors
Strain gauges are metal resistors that change their resistance in response to strain and
due to the shape deformation mechanism. The magnitude of resistance change
stemming from this principle is much smaller than what is achievable from the
stress-induced resistivity change in piezoresistors. Typical strain gauge patterns are
zigzagged conductor paths that effectively increase the length of the resistor and the
amount of total resistance under a given area [98]. Since strain gauges are metal-
based, they can be deposited and processed under temperatures much lower than
what is needed for doping processes for silicon piezoresistors. Therefore, strain-gauge
force sensors are compatible with polymeric substrates, which endows them with
mechanical flexibility over a large-area sensory surface.
Various force sensors reported in literature have been deposited onto flexible poly-
meric substrates [49, 83, 110–113]. Engel et al. demonstrated a 10×10 array of nickel-
chrome (NiCr) alloy strain gauges embedded in flexible membrane-like structured
polyimide (PI) substrate [83]. Such uni-axial force sensors, complemented with other
gauges, were used for temperature, thermal conductivity, surface contour and hard-
ness sensing over the large surface area of a flexible skin [110]. Park et al. embedded
microchannels of conductive eutetic gallium-indium liquid in silicone rubber. This
microdevice served as a hyper-deformable pressure-sensitive strain gauge [113].
Strain gauge technology is easily integrated in a 3D force detection scheme. Hwang
et al. developed a deployable PI-based strain-gauge tactile matrix operating up to
40 kPa [49]. Four copper (Cu)-Ni strain gauges were embedded in a ductile substrate
below a stress-distributing bump structure (figure 2.5a-c). The reported sensitivities
of the force sensing array were 7.5 mV/N in normal direction and 0.6 mV/N in shear.
Although the sensor allowed 3-axial force measurement, the discrimination between
shear and normal force signals was difficult. Similar designs (figure 2.5d) of 3D load-
sensing tactile sensors involved the structuring of the flexible polymeric substrate
into thin membranes, by which their force sensitivity was increased to 200 mV/N
and 70 mV/N, for normal and shear forces, respectively [111, 112]. The force range of
these force sensors was relatively small (<1 N). Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) vary their
resistance upon application of a load, and therefore offer an alternative to metal strain
gauges. Distributed over elastic rubber surfaces, CNTs proposed by Su et al. can serve
for similar type of sensors with high normal and shear force sensitivity [114].
Strain gauges provide large-area expandable, flexible substrate-based 3D force sensing
solutions, with well established, simple and cheap fabrication techniques. Never-
theless, due to low piezoresistive gauge factors, such sensors exhibit a relatively low
sensitivity, when compared to piezoresistive, piezoelectric or capacitive solutions.
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Figure 2.5: Strain gauge-based tactile sensors. (a-c) The tactile sensor by [49]:
(a) schematic view of the sensor, (b) top view of the fabricated structure, (c) demon-
stration of the flexibility of the sensor matrix, © 2008 IEEE. (d) The four strain gauges
of a tactile sensor by [111] under a load applied by the measurement setup, with
permission of Springer.
2.5.3 Micromachined piezoelectric sensors
Piezoelectric sensors convert an applied mechanical stress or force into electrical
charge that accumulates in a piezoelectric material [115]. They are highly stress-
sensitive, providing large voltage outputs in response to even small deformations.
Common piezoelectric materials include crystals and ceramics, which are, however,
not compatible with flexible substrates due to their high sintering temperature. Cer-
tain polymers exhibit strong piezoelectricity, e.g. a mechanically flexible polyvinyli-
dene fluoride (PVDF), which has been used as a pressure-sensitive film in tactile
sensor matrices for object imaging [116]. Recently, Chang et al. demonstrated zinc
oxide (ZnO) nanorods deposited on a flexible PI substrate as an effective piezoelectric
material [117].
Dahiya et al. used piezoelectric PVDF-trifluoroethylene (TrFE) copolymer for the
construction of a piezoelectric polymer oxide semiconductor field effect transistor
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Figure 2.6: The piezoelectric tactile sensor by [119]. (a) Schematics of the dome-
shaped sensor. (b) Cross-section micrograph of the micromachined PVDF-TrFE dome.
(c) Photograph of the assembled flexible tactile sensors on a tube. © 2008 IEEE.
(POSFET) touch-sensitive device [118], designed as a metal–oxide–semiconductor
(MOS) with a piezoelectric polymer film on the gate area. When a force was applied,
the charge developed on the piezoelectric film modulated the charge in the induced
channel of the MOS device. Although the device responded with a high sensitivity of
49 mV/N to the applied dynamic sinusoidal normal force, it was a rigid silicon chip
structure.
Li et al. fabricated flexible piezoelectric PVDF-TrFE copolymers shaped in tiny domes
and bumps, and characterized them as sensing components for tactile sensors [119]
(figure 2.6). These films were assembled along flexible tubes and achieved a pressure-
sensitivity of 10.6 mV/N, yet, similarly to [118], responded only to dynamic loads.
Piezoelectric sensors are especially suitable for detecting dynamic forces, since the
electrical charge accumulated in the piezoelectric material decreases over time. This
limitation disfavors the use of piezoelectric sensors for truly static measurements in
artificial skin applications, unless static load detection is compensated by other type
of detectors [120].
2.5.4 Micromachined conductive polymer sensors
Polymers offer mechanical flexibility, robustness, large-area low-cost fabrication tech-
niques, and, in case of elastomers, fantastic stretchability characteristics. In recent
years, various technologies have been developed [121] to benefit from the advantages
of conductive polymers for tactile sensing applications. The conductive polymeric
films commonly used as pressure-sensitive materials are pressure-conductive rub-
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Figure 2.7: Micromachined conductive polymer sensors. (a) The process of dispensing
PCR onto the electrodes of a touch sensor by [123], and the fabricated sensor array
under bending conditions, © 2009 IEEE. (b) Top: tendril of a plant showing tactile
receptors, bottom: cross-section view of a bioinspired, flemion-based sensor, adapted
from [122], with permission of American Institute of Physics.
bers (PCRs) and ionic polymer metal composites (IPMCs). PCRs are elastomers with
homogeneously dispersed conductive particles. In the absence of external forces,
a PCR behaves as an insulator, but with external force applied, the particles come
into contact with each other allowing current to flow. IPMC is a class of materials, in
which, under an applied force, surface charges are accumulated on the electrode, as a
result of a nonuniform distribution of cations inside the membrane [122]. IPMCs are
composed of an ionic polymer film, solvent, and surface electrodes.
In 1993 Bell Laboratories introduced a tactile 2D shear sensor which involved a Ni
microparticle-based PCR [124]. Another PCR, based on PDMS and nanoparticles
of carbon black and silver, and Cu powder microparticles, was used by Cheng et al.
to create a tactile sensing array of embedded flexible spiral electrodes [123]. Two
spiral metal wires were aligned perpendicularly with a PCR inbetween (figure 2.7a).
When applying pressure, the conductive polymer deformed, decreasing the resistance
between the metal wires. The sensor matrix was highly flexible and operated up to
650 kPa of applied normal force. Integrated with transistors, PCRs have also been used
to form flexible touch-sensitive sensor matrices [75, 76, 78].
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Wang et al. introduced a novel 3D force sensor structure, similar to the biological
receptors in plants for sensing touch [122] (figure 2.7b). An ionic polymer, flemion,
was used to create a 3D force-sensitive IPMC with a dome-shaped design. The sensor
responded to forces up to 0.4 N with the sensitivities of 17 mV/N and 8 mV/N, for
normal and shear force, respectively. Nevertheless, the lifetime of the tactile sensor
was limited to two weeks, due to evaporation of solvent from the flemion membrane.
Porous nylon with electro-active dopants has also been proven conductive and ex-
hibits prominent piezoresistive effects. Yu et al. deposited patterns of porous nylon
filled with polypyrrole above a flexible PI substrate and obtained a pressure-sensitive
material [125]. The resulting sensitivity of the flexible 1D force tactile sensor array
with such composite was 0.1% /kPa in the 0-30 kPa range.
Nowadays, soft polymer-based sensors have become popular [121] and replace rigid
silicon chips. However, flexible conductive polymer force sensors have not yet drawn
adequate attention, being rarely reported in literature. Conductive polymer films and
elastomer composites bring prospective approaches for skin-like touch sensors, since
they are large-area-expandable and soft, mimicking human skin.
2.5.5 Transistor-based sensors
Transistors are semiconductor devices used to amplify and switch electric current
between a source and drain terminals. Field-effect transistors (FETs) are transistors
that use an electric field to control the conductivity of an active source-drain channel.
Organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) use an organic semiconductor in its channel
instead of a silicon semiconductor. Unlike typical FETs, where the semiconductor
material is the substrate as well, thin-film transistors (TFTs) are deposited over a
supporting substrate. Technologies of FETs [126], nanowire (NW)-based FETs [78],
OFETs [75–77, 127, 128], carbon nanotube-based organic transistors [129], TFTs [130,
131], organic thin-film transistors (OTFTs) [132] or POSFETs [118, 133, 134] show
genuine promising concepts for the artificial reconstruction of human touch sense.
Rigid Si-based three-axial force sensors exploiting the shear piezoresistive effect in
FETs have already been constructed with a fully complementary CMOS-compatible
fabrication process, allowing the integration of the sensing element with circuitry and
data processing [126]. Moreover, active transistor elements have been integrated with
flexible polymeric substrates and have been used for pressure sensing in pioneering
works [75–78, 129].
Someya et al. developed a large-area pressure sensor matrix based on OFET technol-
ogy [75]. The organic transistors were deposited on a flexible polyethylene naphthalate
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Figure 2.8: Transistor-based tactile sensors. (a) The stretched flexible net of OFET-
based pressure sensors by [76], with permission of Nature Publishing Group. (b) Pho-
tographs of the fabricated NW-FET-based artificial skin device by [78] under bending
conditions, © 2005 National Academy of Sciences. (c) The OFET-based touch sensor’s
response to placing and removing a fly on its surface [77], with permission of Nature
Publishing Group.
(PEN) film and laminated with a PCR sheet. When a pressure was applied, the resis-
tance of the rubber changed, increasing the transconductance of the source-drain
channel and augmenting the value of the drain current. The device, consisting entirely
of soft materials, was highly flexible [75] and stretchable up to 25% [76] (figure 2.8a).
It operated up to 30 kPa with the sensitivity of ∼0.2 µA/kPa and remained functional
even when stretched and bent conforming to 3D curved surfaces.
Organic materials are feasible substrates for flexible transistor circuits, but they
demonstrate low carrier mobilities. An alternative material used was a cluster of
NWs, which exhibit high carrier mobilities and superb mechanical flexibility arising
from their miniaturized dimensions. Takei et al. exploited PCR in combination with
germanium (Ge)/Si core/shell NW-array FETs, the latter being deposited on a flexible
PI substrate [78]. Similarly to [75, 76], the source electrodes of NW-FET were con-
nected to ground through the PCR. The large-area artificial electronic skin exhibited
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superior flexibility (figure 2.8b), including its integrated electronics, a high sensitivity
of 30 µA/kPa, and functionability in the 2-15 kPa range.
Thin flexible microstructured rubber films have also been successfully demonstrated
as the dielectric layer of an OFET in the work of Mannsfeld et al. [77]. A new type of
OFET pressure-sensing device was developed, by integrating the compressible rubber
between the single-crystal source-drain channel and a gate of the transistor, making
the device highly pressure-sensitive. In particular, unlike [78, 130, 135], the sensor
exhibited high sensitivity of ∼3 µA/kPa in the low-pressure regime of <2 kPa, and
a lower detection limit of 3 Pa, corresponding to a pressure induced by a sitting fly
(figure 2.8c).
Moreover, cellular propylene films exhibiting piezoelectric properties (ferroelectrets)
have been used in combination with TFTs for flexible pressure-sensing circuits [130,
135]. Graz et al. laminated ferroelectric films with transistors fabricated on flexible PI
substrates, to generate an electric field under an applied pressure and to modulate
the conductance of the source-drain channel of a TFT, forming pressure-sensitive
transducer arrays [130].
Organic semiconductors offer numerous advantages for sensor development: me-
chanical flexibility, large-area expandability, low cost and relative ease of fabrication.
The low mobility of organic semiconductors is acceptable for most large-area sensor
applications [76], otherwise alternative materials can be used [77, 78, 129, 130, 135].
Transistor matrix technologies embedded in flexible and stretchable polymeric sub-
strates are currently the most promising concepts of artificial skin, including stretch-
able electronic circuitry [129, 131, 132], but they only address the detection of uni-axial
force.
2.5.6 Micromachined optical sensors
The large number of taxels in the matrix of an artificial skin imposes issues of complex
wiring and electrical cross-talk [41]. Optical components, such as optical fibers, light-
emitting diodes, photodiodes, lasers and charge-coupled device detectors are one
solution to carry and detect signals eliminating these problems.
Flexible plastic optical fibers (POFs) [136] can be bent into arbitrary shapes and
buried in elastomeric substrates. Heo et al. demonstrated crossed POFs embedded in
a silicone rubber as a tactile sensor, when combined with microbending optical fiber
sensors [137]. The (micro)bending of the optical fiber caused a loss of transmitted
light and thus allowed detecting the forces applied to a joint up to 15 N. Similar designs
of POF-crossing joints were integrated into woven textiles [138].
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Kim et al. synthesized custom soft polymers with different refractive indices for
light transmission in a transparent and flexible force sensor array [139]. The sensor
measured contact forces based on the change of light intensity due to scattering at
the contact area. The device responded to a uni-axial load of 19 N by a light intensity
reduction from 100% to 5%.
Missinne et al. reported a tactile shear-stress sensor based on a surface-emitting laser
and a photodiode facing each other and separated by a deformable PDMS layer [140].
The sensor sensed shear force up to 5.5 N, however its usability was limited to a small
detection area, since the signal circuitry was complex and required bulky packaging.
Optical tactile sensors require expensive systems such as cameras, optical sources and
detectors, which enlarge the total package size even if the sensor is small. Moreover,
bending or flexing of the sensor often induces errors, making the optical sensors not
readily fit for compliant skin-like touch sensors.
2.5.7 Micromachined magnetic and inductive sensors
Magnetic sensors measure the change in magnetic flux density as a result of the ap-
plied force. The flux measurement is usually conducted with Hall-effect devices or
magnetoresistive detectors [22]. Although micromachined electromagnetic trans-
ducers have already been utilized in haptics for vibro-tactile displays [141, 142], or
for relief and profile imaging of magnetic mediums [143, 144], very little has been
reported in literature about micro-scaled magnetism-based force sensors.
A small magnetic rod-joystick has been proposed in combination with magnetoresis-
tive detectors as a device sensitive to 3-axial forces [145]. However, a miniaturization
of the sensor for skin-like applications was not possible, mainly due to the design and
because, to date, thin ferrite films are not processable with micro-technological meth-
ods [146]. Nevertheless, integrated into flexible substrates, miniaturized planar coils
[147] and 3D microcoils [148, 149] have still potential in force sensing applications.
Futai et al. demonstrated a planar spiral inductor embedded in a rubber as a tactile
force-sensing element [84]. Distributed in a soft body, coils changed their shape
when a force was applied, detecting the contact of external objects. However, the
inductance values of the coils showed a relatively weak variation as a function of force.
Moreover, the proximity between the inductor and the object touching the sensor
produced parasitic capacitance between them, inducing unwanted self-resonance
that interfered with the resonant measurement circuit.
Inductive and magnetism-based sensors suffer from electric and magnetic fields
interference, and are limited to nonmagnetic mediums in their proximity, therefore
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their application in skin-like force sensors remains unexplored and challenging.
2.5.8 Micromachined capacitive sensors
Capacitive sensors measure the force-induced change in capacitance between con-
ductors separated by a dielectric [150]. Most capacitive sensors have a parallel-plate
geometry, and the capacitance value depends on the surface of the electrode plates,
the distance between them, and the dielectric constant of the medium in-between
the plates. Therefore, to change the value of capacitance C = ε0εA/h, one can either
change the electrode overlap area A, the electrode spacing h, or, one can vary the
dielectric constant ε of the medium between the plates (with ε0 being the vacuum
permittivity). Most capacitive sensors rely upon the change of the distance between
the plates rather than the change in surface [151], with the dielectric constant being
found the rarest varied-parameterc.
In 1984, Bell Laboratories reported a robotic capacitive touch sensor array, a semi-
flexible three-layer sandwich structure, with electrodes printed on an FPCB [153].
Similar normal force capacitive sensors were fabricated with the use of silicon tech-
nology [154], while 1D-shear and normal force sensors were demonstrated with the
use of rubber-encapsulated FPCBs [155]. Three-axial force sensors were developed
based on rigid Si and glass substrates [156]. In 1995, Chase and Ren proposed the first
design of a flexible capacitive tactile sensor for both normal and shear force detection
[157]. The parallel-plate capacitive sensor consisted of four bottom electrodes and a
single top electrode, separated by a flexible compressive dielectric, deformable under
an applied load.
Recently, rigid Si-based capacitive 3D tactile sensors were developed [158] and in-
tegrated with CMOS technology [159], merging the sensing structures with digital
control circuitry. Micromachined flexible capacitive transducers have been developed
for tactile displays and touch screen applications [160, 161], for the measurement of
forces in medical devices [86, 95], or to determine in-vivo tissue elasticity [96, 97], to
mention a few.
A stretchable capacitive 1D force sensor was demonstrated by Cotton et al. using gold
(Au) films embedded in a silicone rubber [85]. Mannsfeld el al. demonstrated highly
flexible polymeric substrates fabricated over large areas by microstructuring of thin
PDMS films [77] (figure 2.9a). These microstructured rubbers were highly compress-
ible, exhibiting elastic deformation when pressure was applied, and minimizing the
problems associated with visco-elastic creep behaviour of the polymers [162]. When
cfor some elastomers, change in permittivity can result from their deformation [86, 152]
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Figure 2.9: Capacitive force sensors. (a) Micrographs of pressure-sensitive microstruc-
tured PDMS films and a film molded on a flexible substrate [77], with permission
of Nature Publishing Group. (b) Schematic illustration of the 3-axial tip-contact
force sensing transducer and a photograph of the device [95], © 2008 IOP Publishing.
(c) PDMS-based normal force sensor and microfluidic wire paths [163], with permis-
sion of Elsevier. (d) Schematic view and operation principle of a fabric tactile sensor
[164], © 2008 IOP Publishing.
employed as capacitor dielectric, the capacitive sensors demonstrated superior sensi-
tivity and response times in the milisecond range. Although flexible and stretchable,
these sensors were exclusively responding to applied uni-axial force.
Sundara-Rajan et al. demonstrated a 3D force sensing cell operating up to 2 MPa in
normal and 220 kPa in shear direction, with sensitivities of 0.04% /kPa and 0.025% /kPa,
respectively [91]. Nevertheless, the single 10×10 mm2 taxel, composed of a PCB and
PDMS pillars, was rigid, thick (>4 mm) and bulky, with a low capacitance value per
unit surface (∼2.5 pF/cm2). Lu et al. reported a capacitive transducer for sensing
3-axial contact forces on a tip of a small-diameter tubular medical device [95] (figure
2.9b). Three proof mass blocks were connected with a tip to which a 3-axial force was
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Figure 2.10: The flexible capacitive 3-axial force sensor by Lee et al. [79, 165–167].
(a) Schematic view of the tactile cell [165], © 2008 IEEE. (b) Principle of operation to
measure normal and shear stress [165], © 2008 IEEE. (c) Photographs of the 3D tactile
sensors [79], © 2011 IOP Publishing.
applied, moving them towards or away from the bottom capacitive electrode plate.
However, large area expandability of the device was limited, as its design was oriented
for the measurement of contact forces applied locally and on a small surface only.
Lee et al. developed a fully flexible PDMS-based capacitive tactile array capable
of measuring 3-axial forces up to 131 kPa [165–167] (figure 2.10). The proposed
structure was a smart combination of those previously reported in the literature
[81, 153, 154, 156]. A tactile cell consisted of four capacitors arranged in a square
by an array of crossing electrodes [153], which were measured differentially [156].
The electrodes were separated by an air gap-spacer [154, 156]. A protruded bump
[81, 156] was placed on the top of the sensing cell to transfer the 3D loads into the
electrodes underneath. The reported sensitivity of the sensor was 2.3·10−4 kPa−1 in the
normal direction and 2·10−4 kPa−1 when applying shear loads. An improved design
permitted to act in the 0-250 kPa range with a real-time measurement sensitivity of
∼10−4 kPa−1 [79]. The absolute capacitance value per unit surface of a sensing cluster
was high (∼25 pF/cm2). This device remains today probably the most advanced, fully
flexible 3D force sensor array. However, due to a complicated multilayer bonding
process, extension of the sensory matrix to a large-area artificial skin is complicated.
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Figure 2.11: The flexible capacitive 3-axial force sensor by Cheng et al. [169], © 2010
MDPI Publishing. (a) Schematic of the artificial skin. (b) Principle of operation to mea-
sure normal and shear stress. (c) Exploded drawing of the tactile cell. (d) Photograph
of the flexible tactile sensing array.
Cheng et al. used an FPCB-PDMS-based capacitive sensing array for pressure mea-
surements [168]. The sensor design exploited the use of a floating electrode, reducing
the complexity of the electrical circuitry, and increasing the sensor’s durability and its
resistance to deformation. However, compared to other designs [156, 165–167], the
floating electrode approach yielded lower capacitance values. An improved version of
the sensor array (figure 2.11) was capable of measuring both normal and shear forces
and was equipped with a grounded shield to effectively minimize the capacitance
noise level and enhance the signal-to-noise ratio of the sensing elements [169]. The
3D force sensitivity of the device was up to 0.95% /mN and 1.67% /mN, in normal and
shear direction, respectively. Yet, the absolute initial capacitance per unit surface of a
sensing cluster was quite lowd (∼713 fF/cm2).
Surapaneni et al. proposed polymer-based normal and shear sensing clusters of fin-
gered capacitive sensors [170]. The initial measurements suggested an operation of
dherewith as large as ∼130 pF/cm2 (sensor reported in chapter 3) and ∼23 pF/cm2 (sensor reported
in chapter 4)
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up to 120 kPa normal and 60 kPa shear pressures, with a sensitivity of 4.4·10−4 kPa−1
and 7.6·10−4 kPa−1, respectively. However, a systematic study that discusses capaci-
tor read-outs in a comprehensive way, takes into account measurement errors, and
investigates the sensor behavior during unloading and multiple loading cycles, has
not been presented so far. Also the absolute capacitance per unit surface of a sensing
cluster was rather small (∼1.4 pF/cm2).
A similar design by the same authors [171] addressed the problem of reliable inter-
connects [18] for flexible capacitive force sensors. PDMS-embedded Au electrodes
were complemented with liquid metal filled-microchannels to self-repair eventually
broken Au connections upon exerted load.
Similarly to references [113, 171], Wong et al. embedded microchannels of conduc-
tive eutetic gallium-indium-tin alloy liquid in PDMS rubber [163] (figure 2.9c). The
metal-filled microfluidic channels served as the capacitive plates and conductive
interconnects of a hyperelastic pressure-sensitive capacitive sensor. However, due to
the liquid nature of the conductive medium used, the force from the applied load on
the sensor was unintentionally transmitted to the complete matrix, causing unloaded
taxels being responsive.
An alternative approach to meet the essential requirement of flexibility was achieved
by incorporation of sensory structures into a textile [164, 172]. Hasegawa et al. re-
ported a fabric capacitive tactile sensor for the detection of a normal force [164]
(figure 2.9d), and the combination of both normal and lateral forces [172]. Thin metal-
lic wires were cross-plaited into a cotton yarn forming a cloth. When a load was
exerted, the fibers deformed elastically changing the capacitance between the wires.
Capacitance-sensing schemes offer numerous advantages for the development of
flexible skin-like sensors. Miniaturized capacitors can be readily placed, with high
spatial resolution, on flexible, stretchable, and large-area expandable polymer materi-
als [77, 79, 85, 163, 165–171]. Three-axial force sensing can be obtained with relatively
simple designs [79, 91, 95, 165–167, 169–171], offering a high sensitivity to 3D loads.
Capacitive matrix technologies embedded in flexible and stretchable polymeric sub-
strates show promising concepts of artificial skin, although they require relatively
complex read-out circuitry.
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2.5.9 A comparison of micromachined sensor solutions and sens-
ing techniques
Table 2.1 summarizes the above reviewed tactile sensor solutions, many of which
fulfil the functional specifications of the skin-like force sensors. While piezoresis-
tive [81, 92, 99–109], piezoelectric [118–120, 133, 134], inductive [84], optical [137–
140], and conductive polymer principles [75, 76, 78, 122, 123, 125] can be found
in microscale force sensing systems, the predominant and most advanced read-
out schemes integrated into flexible substrates are strain-gauge- [49, 83, 110–114],
transistor- [75–78, 127–132, 135] and capacitance-based [77, 79, 85, 160, 163, 165–
172] sensors. The usual compliant film substrates and materials used for these
sensors were Kapton® [168, 169], Mylar™ [127, 128], PEN [75], PET [77], Parylene-
C [132, 164, 170, 172], silicone rubbers [49, 75–77, 79, 85, 113, 114, 122, 123, 129–
132, 163–165, 165–169, 171], and PI [49, 76, 78, 83, 110–112, 125, 131, 135, 170], the
latter being commonly used as a dielectric interlayer in integrated circuits (ICs) [173]
or a flexible package material for sensors [174].
Observations on the general advantages and disadvantages of the different sensing
principles are presented in table 2.2. In this thesis, the capacitive approach was pre-
ferred due to numerous assets [151]: capacitive sensors have a high sensitivity, a good
temperature performance, and a low power consumption, a feature that is especially
essential for an autonomous portable application of an artificial skin.
A further review of literature on force sensors not discussed in this thesis is available
in [14, 22, 41, 42, 53, 58, 69, 73, 74].
Table 2.1: Comparison of the micromachined 3-axial and uni-axial (flexible and non-
flexible) force sensors, as selected from literature.
author date ref. sensor
type
force/pressure
sensitivitya
force/pressure
rangea
flexi-
bility
flexible
ma-
normal shear normal shear terials
Kane 2000 [102] piezo-
resistive
1.59
mV/kPa
0.32
mV/kPa
35
kPa
60
kPa
no -
Tseng 2004 [86] capa-
citive
269 fF/kPa - 50
mN
- no -
So-
meya
2004 [75] transistor,
cond.polymer
0.2µA/kPa - 30
kPa
- yes PEN,
PDMS
Ruther 2005 [103] piezo-
resistive
430 mV/N 430
mV/N
0.6 N 0.6 N no -
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
author date ref. sensor sensitivitya rangea flexi ma-
type normal shear normal shear -bility terials
Beccai 2005 [104] piezo-
resistive
3.2% /N 3.23%
/N
2 N 2 N rigid Si on
FPCB
-
Graz 2006 [130] tran-
sistor
0.0008
µA/kPa
- 800
kPa
- yes PI
Kim 2006 [101] piezo-
resistive
2.1% /N 0.5%
/N
2 N 2 N rigid Si on
FPCB
-
Noda 2006 [105] piezo-
resistive
- 0.13%
/kPa
- 5 kPa rigid Si in
PDMS
-
Hwang 2007 [49] strain
gauge
7.5mV/N 0.6
mV/N
4 N,
40
kPa
1.5
N, 15
kPa
yes PI,
SU-8,
PDMS
Lee 2008 [165] capa-
citive
6 fF/mN,
2.9%/mN,
0.22%
/kPa
3%
/mN,
0.23%
/kPa
10
mN,
131
kPa
131
kPa
yes PDMS
Hase-
gawa
2008 [164] capa-
citive
1.5 fF/mN - 350
mN
- yes rubber,
Parylene-C
Heo 2008 [137] optical 20 gray scale
value/N
- 15 N - yes PDMS,
POF
Roth-
maier
2008 [138] optical 4% /N - 30 N - yes rubber,
POF
Li 2008 [119] piezo-
electric
10.6 mV/N - 1 N - yes PVDF-
TrFE,
Parylene-C
Yu 2008 [125] cond.
poly-
mer
0.1% /kPa - 30
kPa
- yes PI,
nylon
Dahiya 2009 [118] piezoelectric,
transistor
49 mV/N - 5 N - no -
Cotton 2009 [85] capa-
citive
0.13
fF/kPa,
0.04%
/kPa
- 180
kPa
- yes PDMS
Graz 2009 [135] tran-
sistor
6.25
pA/kPa
- 22
MPa
- yes PI, propy-
lene
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
author date ref. sensor sensitivitya rangea flexi ma-
type normal shear normal shear -bility terials
Soh-
gawa
2009 [99] piezo-
resistive
0.07
mV/kPa
0.05
mV/kPa
130
kPa
25
kPa
rigid Si in
PDMS
-
Noda 2009 [100] piezo-
resistive
0.00393%
/kPa
0.0485%
/kPa
10
kPa
6 kPa rigid Si in
PDMS
PDMS
Wang 2009 [122] cond.
poly-
mer
17 mV/N 8
mV/N
0.4 N 0.4 N yes PDMS,
flemion
Cheng 2009 [123] cond.
poly-
mer
300-500
Ω/kPa
- 650
kPa
- yes PDMS
Cheng 2009 [168] capa-
citive
17.8
fF/kPa,
2.27%
/kPa
- 5 N,
430
kPa
- PDMS
on
FPCB
PDMS,
Kapton®
Cheng 2010 [169] capa-
citive
0.95%
/mN
1.67%
/mN
0.3 N 0.3 N PDMS on
FPCB
PDMS
Takei 2010 [78] transistor,
cond.
polymer
11.5
µS/kPa, 30
µA/kPa
- 15
kPa
- yes PI
Mann-
sfeld
2010 [77] tran-
sistor
0.3-3
µA/kPa
- 18
kPa
- yes PET,
PDMS
Mann-
sfeld
2010 [77] capa-
citive
15-55%
/kPa
- 15
kPa
- yes PET,
PDMS
Park 2010 [113] strain
gauge
0.1-5
mΩ/kPa
- 100
kPa
- yes PDMS
Hu 2010 [92] piezo-
resistive
0.35%
/mN
1.08%
/mN
30
mN
6 mN no -
Choi 2010 [111] strain
gauge
207 mV/N 70
mV/N
0.8 N 0.8 N yes PI
Lee 2011 [79] capa-
citive
1.2% /mN,
0.096%
/kPa
1.3%
/mN,
0.104%
/kPa
20
mN,
250
kPa
250
kPa
yes PDMS
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Table 2.1 – continued from previous page
author date ref. sensor sensitivitya rangea flexi ma-
type normal shear normal shear -bility terials
Sura-
paneni
2011 [170] capa-
citive
0.044%
/kPa, 0.4
fF/kPa
0.076%
/kPa,
0.68
fF/kPa
120
kPa
60
kPa
yes PI,
PDMS,
Parylene-
C
Sura-
paneni
2011 [171] capa-
citive
0.074%
/kPa
0.022%
/kPa
60
kPa
40
kPa
yes PDMS
Mis-
sinne
2011 [140] optical - 350
µA/N
- 5.5 N semi-
flexible
PDMS,
PI
Kwon 2011 [112] strain
gauge
200 mV/N 70
mV/N
1N 1N yes PI
Lu 2011 [95] capa-
citive
not re-
ported
not re-
ported
750
kPa
750
kPa
semi-
flexible
SU-8
Sun-
dara-
Rajan
2012 [91] capa-
citive
1 fF/kPa,
0.04%
/kPa
0.025%
/kPa
2
MPa
220
kPa
rigid
PCB in
PDMS
-
Brook-
huis
2012 [158] capa-
citive
16 pF/N 2.7
pF/N
mm
50 N 25 N
mm
no -
Kim 2012 [139] optical 0.25% /N - 19 N - yes custom-
synthesized
polymers
Wong 2012 [163] capa-
citive
0.009%
/mN
- 2.5 N - yes PDMS
this
work,
chap-
ter 3
2012 [175] capa-
citive
0.5-1 fF/N,
50-100
aF/kPa,
0.8% /kN
- 3 kN,
30
MPa
- yes PI
this
work,
chap-
ter 4
2012 capa-
citive
0.066-
2.4% /kPa,
15-563
fF/kPa
0.028%
/kPa, 5
fF/kPa
14 N,
140
kPa
14 N,
220
kPa
yes PI,
PDMS,
Parylene-
C
a Unless explicitly indicated in the publication, the values were interpreted from
figures or estimated from the data available in the publication.
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Table 2.2: Comparison of the force-sensing principles.
SENSOR
TYPE
ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
piezo-
resistive
• high piezoresistive gauge factors,
high stress sensitivity
• technology not readily compat-
ible with polymeric substrates
• direct integration with signal-
processing electronics
• flexibility limited to Si-based
packaging
• suitable for static and dynamic ap-
plications
• even if sensor small, total pack-
age size large
• 3D force sensing possible • poor large-area expandability
• packaging processes for flexibil-
ity and robustness very complex,
they reduce yield
• costly materials and fabrication
techniques
strain
gauge
•well established, simple, cheap fab-
rication techniques
• low piezoresistive gauge factors,
low sensitivity
• can be placed on flexible polymer
materials
• 3D force sensing possible
• suitable for static applications
• large-area expandability
piezo- • high strain sensitivity • charge amplifier required
electric • well suited for dynamic applica-
tions
• not suitable for truly static ap-
plications
•mechanically flexible • 3D force sensing difficult
• sensing elements do not require
electrical power supply
• insensitive to electric and magnetic
fields
•wide measuring range
• linearity between output signal and
applied load
con- •mechanically flexible, stretchable • 3D force sensing difficult
ductive • large-area expandability • low sensitivity
polymer • chemically resistant, robust • short lifetime (IPMC)
• low-cost fabrication techniques •material hysteresis (PCR)
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Table 2.2 – continued from previous page
TYPE ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES
transistor • can be placed on polymer materials • restricted to 1D force sensing
• mechanically flexible, stretchable
substrates
• large-area expandability
• suitable for static and dynamic ap-
plications
• ease of integration with other flexi-
ble MEMS
• relative ease of fabrication
optical • no cross-talk between wiring • 3D force sensing difficult
• insensitive to electric and magnetic
fields
• signal alternation due to bend-
ing
• flexible, durable, robust (POF) • require expensive optical
sources and detectors
• even if sensor small, total pack-
age size large
magnetic • high sensitivity • parasitic effects and noise
& induc-
tive
• sensitive to electromagnetic in-
terference
• limited to nonmagetic medi-
ums
• fabrication issues (thin ferrite
films)
capacitive • high sensitivity • parasitic capacitances
• temperature independence • cross-talk between elements
• 3D force sensing possible • complex read-out circuitry
• can be placed on flexible polymer
materials
• sensitive to electromagnetic in-
terference
• large-area expandability
• small sizes, high spatial resolution
possible
• low power consumption of capaci-
tive elements
• low drift, robust
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3 Flexible capacitive sensor for uni-
axial large force measurements
This chapter describes a microfabrication process for the
realization of a flexible polyimide-based capacitive force
sensor. The sensor has the ability to measure uni-axial
loads in the range of industrial robots’ grip forces. Capac-
itance and pressure sensitivity were modeled. Electrical
characterization of the sensor under applied uni-axial
force is presented.
Adapted from the journal article [175]:
Flexible polyimide-based force sensor (2012) Dobrzynska J A and Gijs M A M,
Sensors and Actuators A: Physical 173(1)127-135
DOI: 10.1016/j.sna.2011.11.006
and conference proceedings [176]:
Capacitive flexible force sensor (2010) Dobrzynska J A and Gijs M A M,
Procedia Engineering 5 404-407, Eurosensors XXIV Conference
DOI: 10.1016/j.proeng.2010.09.132
Photograph: the robotic gripper by Festo inspired by an elephant’s trunk [55]
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3.1 Introduction
Industrial robots work far beyond the physical abilities of humans – they experience
constant heavy workloads and perform harsh repetitive tasks in dirty, hazardous
factory environments. Just as hands are the organs of human manipulation, robots
use grippers to come in direct contact with the workpiece [50]. However, tasks that
appear simple to men, such as picking up and manipulating objects, can be vexingly
complicated for robots [177].
The gripping mechanisms of an industrial robot are usually gripper jaws, claws or
mechanical fingers [14, 50], whose contact surface is shaped according to the object
that the robot lifts; i.e., if a robot is designated a task to lift barrels, the gripper’s contact
surface is round to make the grip efficient. Moreover, modern industrial robots and
their grippers are expected to adapt to the changes in environment [7, 55]. They are
designed in various geometries, with soft and flexible materials [15, 16], conforming
to arbitrary shapes, as, e.g., a ground-coffee-filled balloon-gripper for picking up
unfamiliar objects [177], or a smooth-movement handling genuine biomechatronic
elephant’s trunk [55].
The secure gripping and handling of objects requires an adequate force sensing mech-
anism. Yet, in a typical factory environment, robots are required to work constantly
with heavy objects and at high speeds. Hence, the grip forces of industrial robots hit
relatively large values, caused primarily by the heavy weight of the grasped object,
secondly due to acceleration exerted upon its motion. Thus, the gripper force required
to handle, e.g., a packet of 10 kg may easily reach as much as a few kN [50].
For reliable grasp operation, the force sensors must respond to criteria of a large load
range and adapt to the non-planar or flexible surfaces of grippers, hence very few
tactile sensors find regular application in industry [14, 52, 73].
This thesis chapter discusses a microfabrication technology of flexible force sensors
with an excellent durability and resistance to forces in the kN range. Polyimide (PI)-
based capacitive force sensors were realized using a clean room batch-type process
and a robust bonding scheme. I also present an analytical model and the electrical
characterization of the sensor. Such flexible and durable force sensors can find possi-
ble application in the measurement of the grip force of an industrial robot, conforming
to arbitrary shapes of gripper jaws.
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3.2 Materials and methods
3.2.1 Design of the capacitive sensor
Figure 3.1a presents a conceptual view of my flexible capacitive force sensor. Two
metallic electrode levels are embedded in three layers of polymeric packaging, forming
four redundant capacitors (C1-C4) with a common top electrode. Figure 3.1b is a
schematic diagram of the metal electrode parts of the sensor with the two levels of
finger-like microstructures. The finger-like geometry of the sensor has been chosen
to maintain the flexibility of the sensor, when it is deformed during force application
on curved and rough surfaces, thereby preventing deformation and cracking of the
relatively large electrode surface, which could be a problem when using a parallel full-
plate capacitor. The electrodes’ shape has been adopted to allow also three-axial force
measurements when combined with an appropriate polymer dielectric medium (see
chapter 4). Contact pads were designed on the lower metal layer, which is electrically
connected to the top layer via a tapered pad. Consequently, bonding on the contact
pads was possible and mechanical stability of the sensor has been maintained, even
when the top electrode is displaced with regard to the bottom electrode. The electrode
APPLIED 
FORCE
Top polymer
Top electrode 
(single)
Polymer 
dielectric
Bottom electrodes 
(multiple, x4)
Bottom polymer
(a)
top electrode
bottom electrodes
tapered slope
contact
pads
(b)
Figure 3.1: A conceptual view of (a) the flexible capacitive force sensor, (b) the metallic
electrode parts of the capacitive structure.
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structure is embedded in PI, except for openings on the contact pads. Each capacitor
is composed of two fingered electrodes and has an area of 5×5 mm2; the width w of a
single finger is 10 µm, and the fingers are uniformly spaced by distance s of 10 µma.
The thickness of the insulation layer between top and bottom electrode in the absence
of a load has been fixed at 5 µm. The cell deforms upon application of a normal force,
decreasing the thickness of the insulation layer and increasing the capacitance value.
3.2.2 Microfabrication process of the PI-based sensor
The microfabrication process flow of the sensor is shown in figure 3.2. We started
by sputtering on a silicon substrate a 500 nm thick conductive layer of tungsten
(W), followed by the deposition of a sacrificial 1 µm aluminum Al0 layer (figure 3.2a)
(BAS450, Balzers). The W/Al0 metallic layer was needed for anodic dissolution of the
final flexible structure from the silicon support. The 5 µm thick PI1 layer was spin-
coated and baked (figure 3.2b) (LSM 200, Sawatec), and a low-stress PI (PI2611, HD
Microsystems)[178] was chosen in order to avoid buckling of the sensor structure after
release from the silicon support wafer. The lower 500 nm thick aluminum electrode
layer (Al1) was sputtered following an oxygen plasma surface activation step of the PI1
layer and deposition of a 50 nm film of Ti for adhesion (Spider 600, Pfeiffer). The elec-
trodes were patterned in a dry etching process with Cl2/BCl3 chemistry (figure 3.2c)
(Multiplex ICP, STS), after which the remaining photoresist (PR) mask was dissolved in
a remover bath (1165 Microposit Remover, Shipley).
The 5 µm dielectric layer PI2 was spin-coated (figure 3.2d), baked and patterned in
such a way, that smooth slopes in PI2 were obtained. The smooth PI slopes were ob-
tained by combining lithographic resist-reflow techniques [179, 180] with dry etching
procedures. A photolithographic process was used to structure the PR in a tapered
shape (figure 3.2e), followed by an anisotropic plasma etch to transfer the pattern into
PI. For this photolithographic process two distinct PRs were tested:
(i) AZ ECI 3027 (AZ Electronic Materials), a PR which after exposure and development
exhibits an oblique sidewall topography (SVG 88, Rite Track),
(ii) AZ 9260 (AZ Electronic Materials), a PR with vertical sidewalls (EVG150, EV Group),
which we melted after the development, on a hot plate at 130 °C (RC8 THP, Karl Süss).
Next, the 5 µm thick tapered PR pattern was transferred into PI2 by an anisotropic oxy-
gen plasma etch (figure 3.2f) (Multiplex ICP, STS). Because of the very poor selectivity
of the PR mask with respect to the etched PI2 layer, the profile of the PR was directly
acapacitors with smaller electrode areas of 500×500 µm2, 1×1 mm2, and 2×2 mm2 have also been
fabricated, but are not further discussed in this thesis, since the measured with my setup force-induced
signal change from these sensors was relatively small
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Si W/Al PI Ti/Al PR
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f )
(g)
(h)
(i)
(j)
Figure 3.2: Process flow for the fabrication of the capacitive sensor: (a) sputter sacrifi-
cial W/Al0, (b) spin coat PI1, (c) sputter and pattern Ti/Al1 bottom electrode, (d) spin
coat PI2 dielectric layer, (e) realization of a smooth PR slope, (f) dry etch PI2, (g) sput-
ter and pattern Ti/Al2 top electrode, (h) spin coat PI3, (i) dry etch PI3 to open contact
pads, (j) anodic dissolution of sacrificial Al0 layer.
copied into the PI2 substrate. The tapered slope allowed conformal metallization by
a 50 nm Ti adhesion layer, followed by a 500 nm Al2 top electrode layer (Spider 600,
Pfeiffer), which was patterned in a dry etching process (figure 3.2g) (Multiplex ICP,
STS).
The process continued by depositing the 5 µm thick PI3 layer (figure 3.2h), and de-
position (Spider 600, Pfeiffer) and structuring (Multiplex ICP, STS) of an amorphous
Si mask for defining the contact pad openings during a subsequent oxygen plasma
dry etching step (figure 3.2i). Finally, the structures were released from the rigid Si
wafer by anodic dissolution of the sacrificial Al0 [181] (figure 3.2j). After microfabrica-
tion, the sensors were annealed at a temperature of 100 °C for 30 minutes, at a 3 kN
load, in order to reduce the influence of eventual material meta-stabilities, cracks or
irregularities, both in the PI and the electrodes.
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(a)(1)                                        (b)(1)
      
(c)
(d)
(2)                                             (2)
top electrode
level
bottom 
electrode
level
PI3
PI2
PI1
Figure 3.3: SEM cross-section micrographs (1) after realization of the smooth slope
in PI2 and (2) after Al2 metal coverage, for two different photoresists used as a mask:
(a) AZ ECI 3027, (b) AZ 9260. The scale bars correspond to 5 µm. (c, d) SEM cross-
section micrographs of the final device, before release from the rigid Si wafer. The
scale bars correspond to 10 µm.
3.2.3 Optical inspection of the fabrication process results
Figures 3.3a and 3.3b are Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) graphs showing the
smooth PI2 slope after the PR structuring/dry etching step and after sputtering the
layer Al2, for the two photolithographic methods proposed (see section 3.2.2). Fig-
ure 3.3c is a cross-section SEM graph of the finalized sensor stack embedded in three
PI layers before release from the rigid support wafer, illustrating the connection be-
tween the top and bottom electrode via a tapered Al slope. The cross-section samples
were prepared by embedding the sensor in a hard epoxy, and polishing with a tripod
on a diamond paper with a grain size of up to 500 nm (Allied High Tech Products Inc).
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Figure 3.4: A single manufactured flexible capacitive force sensor released from the
rigid support wafer.
A capacitive force sensor after release from the rigid Si wafer in shown in figure 3.4.
The sensor is pliable and capable of being shaped to adapt to non-planar surface
conditions.
3.2.4 Sensor packaging
For the connection of the sensor to the measurement system, several bonding tech-
niques were investigated, such as conductive epoxy-based adhesives, soldering pastes,
or polymeric anisotropically conductive adhesives. However, due to the extensive
oxygen plasma dry etching processes, the oxidation of the aluminum contact pads
imposed a serious connection problem.
The results of the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis (AXIS Ultra HSA,
Kratos) of the aluminum pad surface are shown in figure 3.5. In the analysis, two
samples of aluminum pads were examined. The first sample (figure 3.5a) was oxidized
in atmospheric conditions resulting in a native aluminum oxide layer. The second one
(figure 3.5b) was treated with an oxygen plasma etch, which was long enough to open
the metallic contact pads covered by the top polymeric layer. In order to remove the
excess of the surface aluminum oxide layer, both samples were treated in situ with an
ion beam (Ar+, 3 kV, 2 min). Based on the calculations of Carlson [182] and Strohmeier
[183] and using an aluminum oxide/hydroxide thickness calculator [184], the analysis
revealed an oxide layer that is twice as thick (6.4 nm), compared with the native oxide
(3.2 nm), on top of the connection pad.
As the oxide layer is difficult to be removed with standard microfabrication processes,
we preferred to fissure this layer and make the connection with the underlying metal-
lic aluminum using mechanical action via a gold bump bonding technique [185],
attaching the sensor reliably to a printed circuit board (PCB) (manual wire bonder,
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Figure 3.5: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analysis of the Al contact pad
surface, as prepared (dashed line), and treated with an ion beam (solid line) to remove
the top oxidized layer. Two distinct natures of oxidation were examined: (a) native
oxide: grown under atmospheric conditions, (b) oxide: formed in an oxygen plasma
process.
Kulicke & Soffa), and maintaining the flexibility of the package. Figures 3.6a-d show
a sensor, obtained after release from the silicon support, and attached to the PCB,
connecting sensory pads with a golden stud.
3.3 Modelling and electrical characterization
3.3.1 Modelling of the finger-like capacitive sensor
Finite Element Method (FEM) analysis (COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a) was used to com-
pare the modeled capacitance to its experimentally measured values. The geometry
of the simulated sensor is illustrated in figure 3.1 and the dimensions are those men-
tioned in section 3.2.1. For the analysis, the dielectric material constant of the polymer
was chosen ε= 4 [178]. The simulation results are shown in figure 3.7 (with indication
of the geometrical parameters t , s, w , and h) and represent two-dimensional (2D)
analysis along the cross-section plane, similar to the one presented in figures 3.3c
and 3.3d.
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(b)
(c)
(a)
(d)
Figure 3.6: (a) Flexible sensor released from the silicon support wafer and bonded to a
PCB; (b) magnified schematic view of the connection pads area. (c) SEM picture of the
gold bump bonding: 3 gold bumps on the surface of the square Al contact pad, form
the through-hole contact with the PCB. The scale bar is 100 µm. (d) Cross-section
view of the through-hole bonded pads.
I also used the FEM analysis for the simulation of the effect of polymer thickness h.
The results are shown in figure 3.8a. The capacitance change as a function of the
dielectric’s thickness is in excellent agreement with a modified Sakurai’s formulab
[186] (equation 3.1).
C ∼= n ·ε0ε
{
a1 ·1.15
(w
h
)
+a2 ·2.8
(
t
h
)0.222
+ . . .
+2
[
a3 ·0.03
(w
h
)
+a4 ·0.83
(
t
h
)
+a5 ·0.07
(
t
h
)0.222]
·
(
h
s
)1.34}
·L
(3.1)
where C is the capacitance between the top and bottom electrode, n is the number
of electrode fingers, ε0 is the vacuum permittivity, h is the dielectric thickness, w
is the width of a single electrode finger, s is the spacing between single electrode
fingers, t is the thickness of a single electrode, L is the length of electrode fingers, and
bfor original Sakurai’s formula refer to appendix A (A.1)
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Figure 3.7: Results from a 2D simulation of the electrical field and potential for a
finger-like electrode capacitive sensor. The geometrical parameters are defined in
Sakurai’s formula.
a1 . . . a5 are fixed fitting parameters of order onec, which take into account that the two
capacitor electrodes have finger-like structures (the original Sakurai’s formula is only
modeling the stray capacitance between a finger-like electrode and the continuous
plane counter electrode).
The force sensitivity of the sensor ∆C∆F = ∆C∆h · ∆h∆F , given with equation 3.3, was calculated
from formulas 3.1d and 3.2:
∆F = F0∆h
h0
(3.2)
∆C
∆F
= −b1
(F0+F )
+ b2
F
[(
F0
F0+F
)0.222
−1
]
+ . . .
+ b3
F
[(
F0+F
F0
)0.34
−1
]
+ b4
F
[(
F0+F
F0
)1.118
−1
] (3.3)
cin this thesis, I employed a1 = 0.34, a2 = 2.10, a3 =−39.75, a4 = 1, a5 = 6.58, which were obtained
by curve-fitting and result in the root-mean-square error of 0.08583 pF when compared with the FEM
analysis
dequation 3.3 was obtained via Taylor series expansion of equation 3.1 (see appendix B, equation B.2)
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Sakurai’s formula
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Figure 3.8: (a) Numerically simulated capacitance vs dielectric thickness, and its fit
with equation 3.1. (b) Sensor response to applied experimental loads: capacitance
vs frequency characteristics. (c, d) Frequency characteristics of the four redundant
capacitors of one sensor: (c) impedance and phase angle, and (d) capacitance. The
overlapping curves indicate the high reproducibility of the fabrication process.
where h0 and ∆h is the dielectric’s initial thickness and its change, b1 · · ·b4 and F0 are
geometrical and material constants defined in formulas 3.4a-e, and E is the Young’s
modulus of the dielectric material.
b1 = 1.15n ·ε0εwLa1h0−1 (3.4a)
b2 = 2.8n ·ε0εt 0.222La2h0−0.222 (3.4b)
b3 = n ·ε0εs−1.34L (0.06w a3+1.66t a4)h00.34 (3.4c)
b4 = 0.14n ·ε0εt 0.222s−1.34La5h01.118 (3.4d)
F0 = E A (3.4e)
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Figure 3.9: (a) Conceptual view of the experimental setup for testing the force sensor:
a - gripper; b - screw; c - bearing; d - blocks; e - flexible force sensor; f - PCB; g -
connection to impedance analyzer; h - load cell; i - connection to a PC. (b) Sensitivity
of the sensor ∆C /∆F vs applied force: as measured (points) and calculated from
equation 3.3 (curves), for various values of polymer’s Young’s modulus E .
3.3.2 Electro-mechanical characterization of the uni-axial force sen-
sor
Figures 3.8c, d show the electrical characterizatione of the four unloaded capacitors of
a single sensor, as measured with an Agilent 4294A impedance analyzer, at stable lab-
oratory conditions (room temperature, 70% relative humidity). The measured initial
(under zero-load conditions) capacitances were in the range of 120-140 pF. The curves
of the four capacitors of the same sensor coincide, showing the high reproducibility of
the fabrication process. The measured and the calculated capacitance values (125 pF,
see section 3.3.1) are in good agreement. The measured cut-off frequency of the device
was 10 MHz.
Force sensing experiments were done with the measurement setup shown in fig-
ure 3.9a. A self-centering, self-gripping puller with a ball-bearing ended screw was
used to compress the force sensor locked in-between stiff blocks and a load cell (iLoad
Pro Digital, LoadStar Sensors), the latter being used to measure the applied force.
The sensor’s response was found to be susceptible to the nature of the material of
the blocks, especially if these had conductive metallic surfaces. When a conductive
object was in proximity to the surface of the sensor, it disturbed the capacitive cou-
ecapacitance C was derived from the imaginary part of the Z complex impedance, ℑ(Z ) = −12pi f C ,
where f is the frequency
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Figure 3.10: Measurement results: output capacitance at 5 kHz vs applied compressive
load for four capacitors (C1-C4) of the same sensor during (a) loading (squares) and
unloading cycle (circles), and (b) loading experiments in the lower force range of
0-200 N.
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pling between the electrodes. Indeed, when the material was electrically conductive
and floating, it acted as an additional capacitive plate and the measured capacitance
C increased; e.g. when a conductive steel plate was placed at 150 µm distance to
the sensor, its initial capacitance C0=130.9 pF increased by ∼1.5 pF. On the contrary,
when the sensor was close to a grounded metal plate, the measured capacitance C
decreased. For our loading experiments, we avoided therefore metals in proximity of
the capacitive sensor and used polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) as material for the
blocks.
Figure 3.8b shows the sensor’s capacitive response to two applied loads. The mea-
surements of the relative capacitance change as a function of frequency show that the
capacitors responded similarly at all frequencies outside the range of the resonance. A
frequency of 5 kHz has been chosen for further electrical characterization of the sensor.
Figure 3.10a shows the results of the measured capacitance versus applied force in the
0-1 kN range. In order to minimize errors in the measurement, the average value from
5 consecutive sample measurements was taken for every data point, and the error
bars indicate the standard deviation from the mean value. Both sensor loading and
unloading characteristics were obtained, revealing no hysteresis effect. Moreover, the
sensor response was nearly linear over the whole measurement range. The value of the
experimentally measured capacitance was in excellent agreement with the computer
simulations from figure 3.8a. The deviation from linearity in the lower force range
(up to 100 N) could be due to the change of the dielectric material constant ε upon
compression of the polymer, or the presence of microcracks in the aluminum film, an
effect that has been already observed for mechanically stressed platinum films [187].
A minor difference of initial capacitance values between the four capacitors can be
noticed, most probably due to the geometrical design of the electrical leads. From
dedicated loading experiments in the lower force range, illustrated in figure 3.10b, a
lower limit of detection of 100 N was deduced.
Figure 3.9b illustrates the sensitivity of the sensor over the whole measured force
range. For forces above 200 N, a sensitivity of ∆C/∆F ∼ 0.5−1 fF/N was found, which
corresponds to ∼ 5−10 fF/100 kPa, in agreement with similarly designed sensors [85].
For a given elastic modulus E , the calculated sensitivity (formula 3.3) was compared
with the measurement results in figure 3.9b. The theoretical prediction using a PI’s
modulus value of E = 7 GPa [178] shows a good match with the experimental data.
Table 3.1 compares my sensor with similar capacitive force-detecting sensors reported
in the literature [85, 86, 156, 165, 166, 168, 188]. The maximum applicable force on
the sensor exceeded that of similar flexible sensors by a factor of at least 100, resulting
in a more suitable range for large force applications. Moreover, the sensor yields much
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Table 3.1: Comparison of capacitive force detecting sensors.
Maximum Cut-off/ Sensory
Device Sensitivity force resonance surface
limit frequency flexibility
this work [175] 0.5-1 fF/N 3 kN 10-20 MHz yes
5-10 fF/100 kPa 30 MPa
∼0.8%/kN
Cheng [168] 290-1780 fF/100 kPaa 5 N 13 kHz yes
2.27-0.03%/kPa 430 kPa
Lee [165, 166] 5-6 fF/mNa 10-40 mN not reported yes
43-48 fF/100 kPaa 130-250 kPa
2.9%/mN
Cotton [85] 13-17 fF/100 kPa ∼5 Na >32 kHz yes
Kothari [188] 17 pF/100 kPaa 3 MPa 100-200 kHz no
Tseng [86] 26.9 pF/100 kPa 50 mN not reported no
Chu [156] 13 fF/mN 10 mN 162 Hz no
a Values interpreted from figures or estimated from the data available in the publica-
tion.
higher cut-off frequency (by a factor of not less than 100).
In addition, the testing was performed on surfaces with curvatures. Figure 3.11 com-
pares the response of the flat sensor to the situation when it was bent, by placing it
in-between convex and concave cylindrical surfaces with various radii R of 15 mm,
25 mm, 50 mm, and 75 mm. The sensor has tolerated the increased curvature and
remained functional. A minor decrease in capacitance was obtained, which was due
to differences between the normal force applied to the surface of the capacitor in the
flat and bent case.
3.4 Summary and discussion
A flexible capacitive force sensor for large force measurements has been developed.
Flexibility was assured by using PI as a dielectric. Robust packaging of the sensor
was obtained by embedding all metal electrode parts in PI, and a reliable connection
with a PCB was realized by using a gold bump bonding technique. The experimental
capacitive values were in good agreement with theoretical predictions. The sensor
revealed high strength and high durability. When operated in the 1 kN force range,
it exhibited linearity and absence of hysteresis, a lower detection limit of 100 N, as
well as an acceptable sensitivity of 0.5-1 fF/N. The force sensor could continuously
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Figure 3.11: Measured change in capacitance vs force applied to the sensor when
compressed (a) on a flat surface, (b) in-between convex and concave cylindrical
surface with radius R.
withstand higher loads, in excess of 3 kN, without damage. The transducer was flexible
and functioned well on curved surfaces with radii between 15 mm and 75 mm.
The functionality of the sensor has been maintained due to a tapered slope connection
between the top and the bottom electrode, and fabricated entirely in the PI material.
Similar 3D microstructures or microstructures with inclined sidewalls have been
manufactured so far for optical lenses [179], microcavities [189], or suspended bridges
and cantilevers [180]. However, most reported techniques have applied to the 3D
structuring of PR, and concerned to less extent alternative resins such as PI, although
commonly used as an interlayer dielectric in ICs [173] and a flexible package of sensors
[174]. In my work, the PI was structured in a 3D tapered shape using photolithographic
processes with dry etching procedures, resulting in a 3D microstructure that provided
robustness to the device.
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4 Flexible capacitive sensor for three-
axial force measurements
This chapter describes the design and the microfabrication pro-
cess of a flexible-substrate-based capacitive force sensor. Being
sensitive both to normal pressure and shear forces, the sensor
has the ability to measure three-axial loads as perceived by hu-
man foot-skin in gait and hand-skin in grasp. Capacitance and
3D force sensitivity were modeled. Electrical characterization
of the sensor under applied 3D force is presented.
Adapted from the journal article [190]:
Polymer-based flexible capacitive sensor for three-axial force measurements
(2013) Dobrzynska J A and Gijs M A M,
Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering 23(1)015009
DOI: 10.1088/0960-1317/23/1/015009
Photograph: the precise manipulation of dexterous hand fingertips, Shadow Robot Company [54]
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4.1 Introduction
Science fiction fans certainly recall well the scenes of the 1980s movies in which the
cyborg Terminator repaired his bionic arm [191] or the Star Wars hero Luke Skywalker
tested his brand-new prosthetic hand [192]. Appearing as unrealistic futuristic visions
of Hollywood, today, the technological advancements offer active prosthetic hands
and fingers as commercial products [10], dexterous robotic hands which map precise
manipulation from a human to a robot [54], and brain implants to control and navi-
gate sophisticated robotic arms [3]. The emerging and the prospective 21st century
technologies call for artificial skin – a flexible large-area-expandable tactile sensing
system.
A single taxel of an artificial skin should be robust, flexible, compliant, conformable,
stretchable, and soft; able to withstand elevated temperatures, humidity, and chemical
conditions, and sudden force impacts [42]. Moreover, it should exhibit a high sensitiv-
ity and a wide dynamic range, measuring a 3-axial contact force [22, 41]. So far, only
few types of 3-axial force sensing devices have been reported which are deposited on,
or entirely encapsulated in, elastic substrates [49, 79, 111, 112, 122, 165–168, 170, 171].
In particular, the measurement of 3D forces is needed, e.g., for in-hand object ma-
nipulation, or determining the optimal grip force [28]. First, the normal forcea tactile
feedback limits the force to compress an object in a hand, so that the object does not
crush. Second, the shear forceb tactile feedback controls how strong to hold an object,
so that the object does not slip between fingers. Similarly, the skin under the plantar
surface of a foot provides important 3D tactile sensation, e.g. for human balance and
gait [35]. Three-axial plantar ground reaction force (GRF) is a significant indicator
in clinical evaluations [193–195], allowing, e.g., control of a patient’s health state or
progress after orthopedic surgical intervention [36].
In this chapter of the thesis I discuss the design and fabrication technology of a
novel flexible-substrate-based 3-axial capacitive force sensor. The overall mechanical
flexibility of the sensor is realized by an appropriate integration of three polymers –
polyimide (PI), Parylene-C, and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) – with standard met-
allization techniques in a clean room batch-type fabrication process. I present a
theoretical model and a complete electro-mechanical characterization of my sensor
as a response to static 3-axial load, the results of which are compared with the range
of pressures perceived by human hand- and foot-skin. This flexible 3D force sensor
cell may serve as a taxel of an artificial skin.
aacting perpendicular to the surface
bacting parallel to the surface
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4.2 Materials and methods
4.2.1 Design of the three-axial capacitive sensor
Figures 4.1 and 4.2a, b are schematics of the proposed flexible 3-axial force sensor. Two
metal electrode levels are embedded in three layers of polymeric packaging, forming
four unit capacitors (C1-C4) with a common top electrode. The electrodes have a
finger-like shape which supports a high sensitivity to 3-axial forces and maintains
the flexibility of the sensor. Several sensor designs have been adopted (figure 4.2c):
I have basically varied the capacitor’s area A = L x L and the finger width w , while
the distance h0 between the two electrode levels in all designs has been fixed at
11 µm in the absence of a load. These geometrical parameters were chosen based on
the simulation (Comsol Multiphysics 3.5a) of an optimized sensor’s shear-detection
performance, so that the high sensitivity to shear forces is provided (figure 4.3).
The sensing cell operation under the application of a 3-axial load is as follows. When a
normal force Fz is applied to the sensor, the elastic dielectric is compressed, decreasing
the distance h between the electrode levels and all four capacitors (C1-C4) increase
their value.
When an x−axis (y−axis) shear force Fx (Fy ) is applied along the x−axis (y−axis),
the elastic dielectric deforms in the direction of the shear, and the finger-like top
electrode slides in parallel to the bottom electrode. Since each capacitor consists
of a series of x−axis- (C1, C3) and y−axis-sensitive (C2, C4) fingered electrodes, the
movement of the top plate affects the overlapping area between the corresponding
top polymer
top electrode 
(single)
polymeric support
polymer 
dielectric
bottom electrodes 
(multiple, 4x)
bottom polymer
APPLIED
3D FORCE
Fx
Fy
Fz
Figure 4.1: A conceptual exploded view of the layers of the flexible capacitive 3-axial
force sensor.
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Figure 4.2: A conceptual view of the flexible capacitive force sensor. (a) Two metallic
electrode levels are embedded in three layers of polymeric packaging. (b) The finger-
like electrodes form four unit capacitors C1-C4, whose shape supports sensitivity to
3-axial force. (c) Table of fabricated sensors with varying geometry design.
electrodes, thus changing the capacitance value. Furthermore, the design of finger-
electrodes is differential, so that under uni-axial shear, one shear-sensitive capacitor
increases while the second one decreases its value; the remaining two capacitors are
only sensitive to shear forces applied in an orthogonal direction, hence their values
remain unchanged.
For example, when an x−shear force Fx is applied to the sensor, one x−shear-sensitive
capacitance increases (capacitor C3), while the second one decreases (capacitor C1),
and the y−axis-sensitive capacitors (C2, C4) remain unresponsive.
The normal pressure Pz is a function of ∆Cz , which is independent of the applied
shear force and can be derived from the read-out of the four capacitors as follows
∆Cz = (C1+C2+C3+C4)−
(
C 01 +C 02 +C 03 +C 04
)
(4.1)
where C1−C4 are the measured capacitances under an arbitrary 3-axial load and
C 01 −C 04 are the corresponding initial capacitances in the absence of load.
The shear pressures Px (Py ) are a function of ∆Cx (∆Cy ), which are independent of
the applied normal force and can be derived from the read-out of the two capacitors
as follows
∆Cx = (C3−C1)−
(
C 03 −C 01
)
(4.2a)
∆Cy = (C2−C4)−
(
C 02 −C 04
)
(4.2b)
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Figure 4.3: Relative capacitance change ∆C \C0 when a given shear force Fx = 190 kPa
is applied on a sensor, as simulated by Comsol, assuming constant shear modulus
G = 250 kPa. ∆C \C0 is dependent on the sensor’s geometrical parameters: thickness h
of the polymer dielectric and width w of the electrode finger. (a) the 3D and (b) the
2D representations of the parameters for optimization purposes. The designs chosen
(marks) provide high sensitivity to shear forces.
4.2.2 Microfabrication process of the polymer-based sensor
The fabrication process flow of the sensor is shown in figure 4.4. We started by sput-
tering (BAS450, Balzers) on a 4-inch silicon substrate a 200 nm conductive layer of
tungsten-titanium (W:Ti 10%), followed by deposition of a sacrificial 800 nm alu-
minium (Al) layer needed for anodic dissolution of the final flexible sensor from the
silicon support. The 5 µm thick low-stress PI (PI2611, HD Microsystems) support
layer was spin-coated and baked (figure 4.4a) (LSM 200, Sawatec). The lower 250 nm
thick platinum electrode layer (Pt) was sputtered following an oxygen plasma sur-
face activation step of the PI layer (Spider 600, Pfeiffer). A 50 nm film of Ti was used
for adhesion of the Pt electrode, and deposited below and above the Pt layer. Over
the metallic layer a heat-resistant resist mask (AZ ECI 3027, AZ Electronic Materials)
was structured (SVG 88, Rite Track), preventing the photoresist (PR) from thermal
degradation in subsequent high-power plasma etch. The electrodes were patterned in
a dry etching process with Cl2/Ar chemistry (figure 4.4b) (Multiplex ICP, STS), after
which the remaining PR mask was dissolved in a remover bath (1165 Microposit Re-
mover, Shipley). The wafers were primed for adhesion (VM-651, HD Microsystems)
in an oven for 15 min at 105 °C, and backside-covered with a UV-curable adhesive
tape (Adwill E-6142S, Lintec) for protection from subsequent polymer coatings. The
10 µm silicone rubber PDMS (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning) dielectric layer with a curing
agent:polymer ratio 1:10 was spin-coated (6800, SCS) and baked at 80 °C overnight.
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Figure 4.4: Process flow for the fabrication of the capacitive sensor: (a) sputter sacrifi-
cial W:Ti/Al, spin coat PI, (b) sputter and pattern Ti/Pt/Ti bottom electrodes, (c) spin
coat PDMS dielectric, deposit Parylene-C, (d) evaporate and pattern Cr/Au/Ti/Al top
electrode by lift-off, (e) deposit Parylene-C, spin-coat PR etch mask for contact pads
openings, (f) dry etch Parylene-C, (g) spin-coat PR mask, dry etch PDMS, (h) dry etch
PI, (i) wet etch Ti/Al, anodic dissolution of sacrificial Al layer.
The silane adhesion promoter (A-174, Comelec SA) was deposited and baked in an
oven for 15 min at 90 °C, prior to room temperature (RT) deposition of a 1 µm thick
Parylene-C layer (figure 4.4c) (C-30-S, Comelec), and the backside protective tape was
removed.
Next, lift-off patterns for the top electrode were prepared, by using an image rever-
sal photoresist (nLOF 2070, AZ Electronic Materials), given the delicateness of the
polymeric substrate, which cannot be processed at high temperatures, as these would
degrade the PDMS and induce thermal stresses. This photolithography step was
critical to obtain an undercut in the PR profile for subsequent metal evaporation and
a reproducible lift-off of the film. The process parameters of exposure dose, reversal
bake time and temperature, and development time had been optimized to get the
desired PR profile. A 3.2 µm thick PR layer was spin-coated and soft-baked at 110 °C
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Figure 4.5: (a) Flexible sensor released from the silicon support wafer and bonded to
a PCB. (b) Enlarged view of the bonding area, showing the connection between the
sensor and the PCB by epoxy glue.
for 3 min (OPTIspin SB20, ATM), followed by an i-line UV-exposure with a dose of
15 mJ/cm2 (MJB4, Karl Süss). A post-exposure reversal bake at 120 °C was performed
on a hot plate for 2 min. The PR structures were developed by immersion (Microposit
MF CD-26, Rohm and Haas Electronic Materials) for 3 min 30 sec.
The top electrode metallic layer was deposited over the patterned PR by RT evapora-
tion (LAB 600H, Leybold Optics) of 20 nm of chromium (Cr) for adhesion, 200 nm of
gold (Au), and 20 nm of Ti with 100 nm of Al as etch-stop layers for further processing
steps. The electrodes were patterned by lift-off and placing the wafer in a solvent
bath (Microposit Remover 1165, Shipley) for 24 hours (figure 4.4d). A 1 µm thick
protective layer of Parylene-C was RT-deposited over the structures (C-30-S, Comelec),
and a 14 µm thick low temperature PR (AZ 9260, AZ Electronic Materials) mask was
deposited, soft-baked at 90 °C (RC8 THP, Karl Süss) and patterned (MA6, DV10, Karl
Süss) for succeeding etching steps to create contact pad openings (figure 4.4e). After
the development step, the wafer was placed on a hot plate for 15 min at 90 °C, in order
to remove solvents remaining from the photolithography process. The Parylene-C
was anisotropically etched in oxygen plasma, opening the contact pad areas of the top
electrode (figure 4.4f) (Multiplex ICP, STS). The PR mask was redeposited (RC8 THP,
MA6, DV10, Karl Süss) and PDMS was anisotropically etched in an Inductively Cou-
pled Plasma (ICP) reactor (Multiplex ICP, STS) with SF6 chemistry using the process
developed in [196], opening contact pad areas of the bottom electrodes (figure 4.4g).
Oxygen plasma (Multiplex ICP, STS) was used to etch the bottom PI layer and render
the final shape to the sensory structures (figure 4.4h). Wet etch in hydrofluoric acid
(HF) removed the protective layers of Ti and Al from the cleared pad areas of the Pt
and Au electrodes.
Finally, the flexible structures were released from the rigid Si wafer by anodic disso-
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lution of the sacrificial Al [197] (figure 4.4i). The sensors were bonded to a printed
circuit board (PCB) by using silver-filled conductive epoxy glue (Epo-Tek H20E, Epoxy
Technology) (figure 4.5).
4.2.3 Optical inspection of the fabrication process results
Figure 4.6a shows a matrix of fabricated sensors on a wafer, before the final release
step, while a single fabricated capacitive sensor composed of four capacitors C1-C4 is
presented in figure 4.6b. The sensor released from the rigid wafer support is shown in
figures 4.6c, d. The flexible sensor is pliable and capable of being shaped to adapt to
various surface conditions.
Figure 4.6e is a Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM, Carl Zeiss) picture of an enlarged
contact pad area of four bottom Pt electrodes and a top Au electrode. The magnified
view of the sensor’s electrode area is shown in figure 4.6f, illustrating the initial half-
finger shift between the top and bottom electrode. The surface of the top electrode
is somewhat rough (see also a corresponding electrode area of cross-section image
in figure 4.7b), since the surface of the PDMS film is buckled after the deposition of
the Parylene-C, an effect which has been observed in other works [198] and that, in
our case, is most likely attributed to stress inside an as-deposited Parylene-C film
[199, 200].
Figure 4.8 illustrates how different PRs and process parameters influence the quality
of the top electrode. Under optimum process conditions, the image reversal PR nLOF
2070 provides the best results for patterning the top electrode.
Figure 4.6e is a SEM photograph of the edge of etched Parylene-C and PDMS poly-
meric layers in the Pt contact pad area. The magnified view into this area, presented
in figure 4.6g, demonstrates the anisotropy of the polymer etch and shows a clear pad
surface ready for sensor bonding.
Figures 4.7a, b show cross-section SEM pictures of the finalized sensor stack embed-
ded in three polymeric layers before release from the rigid Si wafer, illustrating the
half-finger shift between the electrodes in the different levels and the local surface
roughness of the top electrode. The cross-section samples were prepared by embed-
ding the sensor in a hard epoxy, and polishing with a tripod on a diamond paper with
a grain size of up to 500 nm (Allied High Tech Products Inc.).
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Figure 4.6: (a) A matrix of fabricated sensors on a wafer. (b) A single manufactured
capacitive force sensor in comparison with a piece of 0.05 CHF. (c, d) Sensors released
from the wafer support are capable of being flexed to adapt to various surface shapes.
(e) SEM picture of an enlarged area around the contact pads, (f) magnified view of the
electrodes’ area illustrating the two levels of overlapping finger-like structures, and
(g) SEM zoom onto the edge of anisotropically etched polymeric layers in the contact
pad area.
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Figure 4.7: Cross-section views of the capacitive sensor. (a, b) SEM cross-section
micrographs of the finalized device, before release from the wafer support, in (b)
the cross-section was taken at a different plane to clearly show the the top electrode
buckled. (c, d) Results from a 2D simulation of (c) the electric potential and (d) the
electric field of a finger-like electrode capacitive sensor under zero-force conditions.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison between different PRs used in the fabrication of the top elec-
trode on the polymeric stack of PI/PDMS/Parylene-C: (a) collapsed ears of Cr/Au/Ti/Al
patterned in lift-off by using PR AZ 9260, the sidewalls of which were not sufficiently
inclined for lift-off, (b) oblique ears of Cr/Au/Ti/Al patterned in lift-off by using PR
nLOF 2070, the sidewalls of which were not sufficiently inclined for lift-off, (c, d) de-
sired pattern of Cr/Au/Ti/Al electrode, structured in lift-off by using PR nLOF 2070
with optimal process parameters.
4.3 Modeling and electro-mechanical characterization
4.3.1 Modeling of the capacitive force sensor
Electrical model of the capacitive sensor. For theoretical modeling I used Finite
Element Method (FEM) analysis (COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a) to compare with ex-
perimentally measured capacitance values. The simulated sensor’s geometry and the
structure’s dimensions are those referred to in figures 4.2b, c. For the analysis, the
dielectric material constants of the PI, PDMS and Parylene-C polymeric layers were
chosen as εPI = 4.15, εPDMS = 2.8, εPar−C = 3.1, respectively.
The simulation results are shown in figures 4.7c, d and represent the two-dimensional
(2D) electric potential and electric field distribution along the cross-section plane,
corresponding to the profiles presented in figures 4.7a, b.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Numerically simulated capacitance vs experimentally measured capaci-
tance, in the absence of load, for all types of sensor designs referred in figures 4.2b, c.
Colour enhancement for distinguishing different design types. (b, c) Frequency char-
acteristics of the sensor’s capacitors: (b) impedance and phase angle, (c) capacitance
derived from the imaginary part of the complex impedance.
The calculated theoretical values of the as-made capacitors are in the range of 10-25 pF,
which is in good agreement with the experiments (figure 4.9a). A small deviation is
due to the presence of parasitic capacitance arising from the measurement circuit
and connection leads.
Mechanical model of the 3-axial force sensor. For the simulation of the sensor’s
behavior upon applied load, we assumed a simplified linear elastic stress-strain model
[201] as given by equation 4.3.
When normal compressive stress σz is applied to the sensor, the polymer dielectric
compresses and the initial distance h0 between the electrodes decreases by ∆h, and
the Young’s modulus E of the polymeric material between the electrodes can be
written as:
E = σz
²z
= Fz/A0
∆h/h0
(4.3)
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with ²z the normal strain, and A0 the original area on which the normal force Fz is
applied.
When shear stress τx (τy ) is applied to the sensor, it deforms from a rectangular prism
into a parallelepiped by a transverse electrode displacement over ∆x (∆y), and the
shear modulus G of the dielectric polymer can be written as:
G = τx(y)
γx(y)
= Fx(y)/A0
∆x(∆y)/h0
(4.4)
with γx (γy ) the shear strain resulting from the applied shear force Fx (Fy ).
The Young’s and shear moduli values were set for the analysis as EPDMS = 5 MPa,
GPDMS = 900 kPa, accounting for polymer hardening as caused by numerous lithogra-
phy baking steps [202] and the presence of the thin Parylene-C layer.
For a full electro-mechanical analysis of the sensor, the FEM electrical model was
combined with the calculations of deformation under applied stress.
4.3.2 Electro-mechanical characterization of the 3-axial force sensor
Figures 4.9b, c show the electrical characterization of a typical single sensor in the ab-
sence of load, as obtained using an impedance analyzer (4294A, Agilent Technologies).
The measured cut-off frequency of the device is 10 MHz and for all further electrical
characterization of the capacitance, an out-of-resonance frequency of 1 MHz was
chosen. Figure 4.9a presents the initial capacitance, derived from the imaginary part
of the complex impedancec, for all types of sensor designs concerned in figure 4.2c.
Force sensing experiments were done with the measurement setup shown in fig-
ure 4.10. To apply a well-defined load, a motorized microstep z−stage (T-LSR150B,
Zaber) was used in combination with a reference force gauge (Nano17, ATI Industrial
Automation). The sensor was mounted vertically or horizontally, for normal (Fz)
and shear (Fx , Fy ) force employment schemes, respectively. A dielectric polymethyl-
methacrylate (PMMA) plate of the size of the sensor’s surface was placed between
the latter and the force gauge, to uniformly apply the pressure over the surface of the
device and to diminish the effects of conductive coupling with the environment and
crosstalk of signal transmission circuits. Before the experiments, the sensors had been
pre-loaded (14 N) to diminish for the presence of eventual material meta-stabilities,
microcracks or irregularities, both in the polymeric and the electrode layers.
The electro-mechanical characterization of the sensors was carried out by measuring
c ℑ(Z )= −12pi f C , where f is the frequency and Z the impedance
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Figure 4.10: (a) Conceptual view of the experimental setup used for testing the force
sensor. Configuration of the sensor in the setup for (b) normal and (c) shear force
testing.
a response to a static uni-axial load in the 0-14 N force range. Thus pressure response
was derived by simply dividing the force value by the sensor area (normal pressure
≡ normal force/sensor area; shear pressure ≡ shear force/sensor area). A settling
time of ∼10 s was allowed between the application of the strain and the measurement
of the sensor response to reduce the effect of polymer creep. In order to minimize
errors in the measurements, the average value from 275 data points were taken by the
impedance analyzer and the standard deviation from the mean value is reflected in
the data of figures 4.11 and 4.13.
Normal force measurements. Figure 4.11 demonstrates the results of the measured
capacitance versus applied compressive normal force Fz in the 0-140 kPa range, for
the sensor of type 12 (see figure 4.2c). Sensor loading and unloading characteristics
of four capacitors C1-C4 of the same sensor were obtained, revealing no hysteresis
effect (figures 4.11a-d). A minor difference of initial capacitance value and capaci-
tance change can be noticed between the four capacitors, most probably due to the
geometrical design of the electrical leads.
Figure 4.11e shows this small spread in capacitance change values for the four capaci-
tors. Figure 4.11f shows the normalized capacitances ∆Cx/C0, ∆Cy /C0, and ∆Cz/C0
derived from the data of figure 4.11e using equations 4.1 and 4.2.
The normalized z−sensing capacitance∆Cz /C0 versus pressure curve exhibits two dis-
tinct regions of elasticity, as if two elastic materials with different E were superposed
in the dielectric stack. I think that the initial slope may be attributed to flattening
of the rough surface of the top electrode during compression at low pressures (see
figures 4.6f and 4.7b), as well as due to the change of the dielectric material constant
ε upon compression of the polymers. The normalized capacitance ∆Cz/C0 shows a
nearly linear behaviour over the 20-140 kPa range corresponding to compression of
the bulk dielectric material. In this linear regime, the slope of the normal ∆Cz/C0
versus P curve is given by 1/E and is plotted in figure 4.11f.
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Shear force measurements. Figure 4.12 characterizes the sensor (type 6, see fig-
ure 4.2c) in a shear force sensing scheme. The measured capacitance of the four
unit capacitors of the same sensor versus an applied shear force Fx is shown in fig-
ure 4.12a. The x−shear-sensitive capacitors (C1, C3) respond to the applied pressure
by decreasing (C1) and increasing (C3) the value of the capacitance. The response is
linear over the whole measurement range. Simultaneously, in the absence of Fy shear,
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Figure 4.11: Measurement results upon compressive normal force Fz applied to the
sensor. (a-d) Absolute capacitance vs applied compressive load for four capacitors
(C1–C4) of the same sensor during loading and unloading cycles. (e) Variation in
capacitance measured during loading experiments for the four capacitors. (f) The
normalized capacitance differences ∆Cx\C0, ∆Cy \C0, ∆Cz\C0 derived from the data
in (e), and the theoretical prediction for ∆Cz\C0. C0: initial load-free value for each
capacitor.
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Figure 4.12: Measurement results obtained upon applying shear forces Fx and Fy
to the sensor. (a) Normalized capacitance values of a sensor (C1-C4) and (b) the
derived normalized capacitances ∆Cx\C0, ∆Cy \C0, ∆Cz\C0, as a function of applied
shear pressure (≡ shear force/sensor area) along the x−axis; in (b) with the theoretical
prediction of ∆Cx\C0. (c) Normalized capacitance values of a sensor (C1-C4) and
(d) the derived normalized capacitances ∆Cx\C0, ∆Cy \C0, ∆Cz\C0, as a function of
applied shear pressure along the y−axis. (e, f) Measurement results obtained upon
applying shear forces −Fx and −Fy to the sensor. Normalized capacitance values of a
sensor (C1-C4) as a function of applied (e) shear pressure −Fx along the x−axis and
(f) shear pressure −Fy along the y−axis.
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the y−shear-sensitive capacitors (C2, C4) remain unresponsive.
The normalized x−, y−, z−sensing capacitances, ∆Cx/C0, ∆Cy /C0, and ∆Cz/C0, cor-
responding to the results of figure 4.12a and derived from equations 4.1 and 4.2 are
depicted in figure 4.12b. The normalized x−sensing capacitance ∆Cx/C0 is in excel-
lent agreement with the theoretical model. With shear force Fx applied to the sensor,
the normalized x−sensing capacitance ∆Cx /C0 increases, and in the absence of shear
Fy , the normalized y−sensing capacitance ∆Cy /C0 equals zero.
Figure 4.12c shows the measured capacitance of the four unit capacitors of the same
sensor (type 7, see figure 4.2c) versus an applied shear force Fy . The y−shear-sensitive
capacitors (C2, C4) respond to the applied pressure by decreasing (C4) and increasing
(C2) the value of the capacitance. Simultaneously, in the absence of Fx shear, the
x−shear-sensitive capacitors (C1, C3) remain unresponsive. The normalized x−, y−,
z−sensing capacitances, ∆Cx/C0, ∆Cy /C0, and ∆Cz/C0, corresponding to the results
of figure 4.12c and derived from equations 4.1 and 4.2 are depicted in figure 4.12d.
The results suggest that the sensor’s response is quantitatively distinct in the two
orthogonal shear directions. However, my analysis does not account for measurement
setup misalignments, which would cause errors in the effective value and orientation
of the applied load. In reality, application of a load that is perfectly parallel to the
surface, without normal component, is experimentally very difficult, as may be clear
from figure 4.12d. Therefore, figures 4.12c, d illustrate in fact the results of a case where
a resultant force
−→
F =−→Fx+−→Fy+−→Fz is applied, consisting of a dominant y−shear (−→Fy À 0)
and a minor normal vector (
−→
Fz > 0, −→Fx ≈ 0). Figures 4.12e, f show the measurement
results when shear forces Fx (figure 4.12e) and Fy (figure 4.12f) are applied in an
opposite direction (namely, the forces applied on the sensors are: −Fx and −Fy ), and
for the sensors of type 8 and 7 (see figure 4.2c), respectively.
Finally, figure 4.13a shows the output value of capacitor C3 of a sensor (type 6, see
figure 4.2c), measured during three consecutive loading cycles in the x−direction. The
overlapping curves indicate that the operation in 0-220 kPa range is in the polymer’s
elastic regime, without occurrence of plastic deformation and memory effects. The
figure 4.13a presents also the absolute capacitance versus applied shear load Fx for
capacitors C1, C2 and C4 of the sensor in a single loading cycle. Figure 4.13b shows
the capacitance change for the two x−axis-sensitive capacitors C1 and C3 of the same
sensor versus applied shear load Fx , during a loading and unloading cycle, disclosing
no appreciable hysteresis effects.
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Figure 4.13: (a) The effect of three consecutive loading cycles of the sensor; the capaci-
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curves indicate the repeatability of the sensor’s response. (b) Capacitance change vs
applied shear load Fx , for two x−axis-sensitive capacitors (C3, C1) of the same sensor,
during loading and unloading cycles.
4.4 Comparison between the sensitivity of the force sensor
and the touch sense of human skin
In figure 4.14 the sensitivity values of typical sensors, obtained by applying normal
and shear force, respectively, are compared with the usual values of 3-axial forces,
existing when a human hand or foot is in contact with an object.
In the normal z−direction, the sensor’s sensitivity Sz is pressure-range dependent
(see discussion of figure 4.11f): a region of increased sensitivity (Sz = 2.4% kPa−1
≡563 fF/kPa) is observed for loads of 0-1 N (0-10 kPa), and a region of decreased
sensitivity (Sz = 0.066% kPa−1 ≡15.4 fF/kPa) for loads of 1-14 N (10-140 kPa).
On human hand skin, normal pressures of 2.5-150 kPa correspond to a range from
gentle touch [33] to a strong grasp [28, 34], while typical normal pressures on the foot
are 15-200 kPa [38–40], placing the sensitivity of our sensors exactly in the range of
interest, as indicated in figure 4.14a.
Moreover, the increased sensitivity observed at pressures <10 kPa is majorly desirable
in real-world applications, especially for tactile sensing, e.g. by fingertips. That is,
high sensitivity is required at soft touch, to reflect the ability of fine touch perception
by human skin and provided with Merkel and Meissner’s mechanoreceptors, which
are located near the surface of the skin (see section 2.1). On the other hand, such
sensitivity is not demanded at higher loads, instead, a wide range of forces should be
detectable, to reflect the ability of pressure perception on human skin by Pacinian
and Ruffini mechanoreceptors, buried deep inside the skin tissue [19–21].
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Figure 4.14: (Normalized) capacitance-force/pressure response curves. (a) Normal
force sensing data taken from the ∆Cz\C0 data of figure 4.11f, (b) Shear force sensing
data taken from the ∆Cx\C0 data of figure 4.12b. For each curve, the sensitivity slope
is presented. Also literature-reported pressure ranges for typical normal and shear
forces applied during hand and foot skin contact are indicated [28, 33, 34, 38–40].
For shear force detection, the x−sensing capacitance defines a sensor sensitivity
Sx = 0.028% kPa−1 (≡5 fF/kPa). Typical hand grip shear forces are in the range of
40-100 kPa [28], while the maximum shear force under the foot can reach 50-90 kPa
[39, 40], placing the sensitivity of our sensors exactly in the range of interest, as
indicated in figure 4.14b.
Hence, the 3-axial sensitivity of my sensor resembles that of human skin in the hand
and feet areas, and I anticipate that such a sensor has promise for artificial skin
applications.
4.5 Summary and discussion
A fully flexible, capacitive force sensor for 3-axial force measurements has been devel-
oped, by integrating microfabrication technology of three polymers, PI, Parylene-C,
and PDMS, with standard metallization processes. The sensor’s capacitance and
its 3-axial force sensitivity was theoretically modelled. The experimental capacitive
values were in agreement with theoretical predictions. The electrical characterization
of the capacitors demonstrated static capacitances in the range of 20 pF. The sensor
exhibited linearity and absence of hysteresis, when operated in the range of 0-14 N for
3-axial loads. The electro-mechanical characterization of the capacitors revealed in
the normal direction a sensitivity Sz = 0.024 kPa−1 for pressures <10 kPa, whereas for
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higher pressures the measured sensitivity Sz = 6.6·10−4 kPa−1. Typical measured shear
force sensitivity Sx = 2.8 ·10−4 kPa−1. The sensor was flexible, pliable and capable of
being shaped to adapt to non-planar surface conditions.
In the measurements, a settling time was allowed between the application of the
stress and measurement of the sensor response, to mitigate the effect of PDMS creep
and stress relaxation and thus minimize the problems associated with polymer’s
visco-elastic behaviour. For future dynamic sensing, these nonlinear time-dependent
effects would need to be studied in detail. Microstructuring the thin PDMS films
could provide one solution to reversibly store and release the energy, diminishing
visco-elastic creep [77]. For long-term use, when repeated loading and unloading
cycles are projected, fatigue tests of the sensors should be conducted, considering the
foreseen stress levels, frequencies and impulse time lengths of an applied load [162].
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5 Flexible films with custom-designed
microporosity
This chapter describes a microfabrication process for
the realization of foam-like polyimide films with custom-
designed microporosity. The mechanical stress-strain prop-
erties of the microcavities were modeled. Furthermore,
nanoindentation and microcompression experiments of
the foam-like layers are presented.
Adapted from the journal article [203]:
Polyimide foam-like microstructures: technology and mechanical properties
(2011) Dobrzynska J A, Joris P, Jiguet S, Renaud P, and Gijs M A M,
Journal of Micromechanics and Microengineering 21(10)105016
DOI: 10.1088/0960-1317/21/10/105016
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5.1 Introduction
Human sense of touch perceives stimuli through a large number of mechanoreceptors
that are distributed on the skin [20]. Our halluces, soles, palm, calves and thighs
provide less cutaneous feedback when compared with cheek, nose, forehead, lips
or back [19], while foot heels have substantially no touch perception but are very
sensitive to vibrations [37]. The tactile sensibility depends on the density of the
receptive units responding to skin deformation. For instance, our fingertips are more
sensitive than the palm, since they hold 241 mechanoreceptors per cm2, in contrast
to a palm with only 58 of them [32].
Mimicking human cutaneous sensors for robotic tactile sensing extends beyond hand-
and feet-areas to the whole body covered with an artificial skin. Just as human skin has
diverse sensitivity regions (see figure 5.1), in an artificial skin, the spatial resolution,
the number of sensing elements, and the sensitivity of the tactile sensors should
depend on the body site where they are intended to be placed [22]. The development
of such large-area artificial skins with varied touch-sensitive regions faces the need
for suitable fabrication technologies and new flexible materials.
A variety of foams is used on a daily basis as flexible materials. Foamy marine animals
are used as soft bath sponges [204]. Neoprene dry suits, containing millions of tiny
enclosed air bubbles, provide body-adaptable thermal insulation for water sports
enthusiasts, while in plastic surgery, various polymeric foams have been used for first-
generation breast implants [205]. In microelectronic devices, foamed polymers are
used as materials with very low dielectric constants [206]. Indeed, solid foams form
an important class of light-weight, low-density and compressible cellular engineering
materials.
By controlling and tailoring the porosity of the solid foam, the compressive proper-
ties within the volume and on the surface of such a material can be adjusted (see
figure 5.1), giving therefore rise to potential for new applications. Foamy layers with
custom-designed porosity can find possible implementation in capacitive force sens-
ing applications as a cellular dielectric [207], where one requires dielectric materials
with adjustable elasticitya and thin flexible suspended dielectric layers [79, 165–167].
This chapter discourses the state of the art in fabrication technology of polymeric
foams. Further, I introduce a fabrication technology of a novel polymeric foam-like
material, and discuss its mechanical properties. I modelled the mechanical stress-
strain properties of the microcavities using both an analytical model and the Finite
Element Method (FEM). Finally, I compare the simulation data with the results of
aprovided the overall sensor size is much larger than the typical cavity size
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Figure 5.1: Concept of a foam-like material, in application to a pressure-sensitive
sensor. Sensitivity to pressure at different sites on the body (left) can be artificially
mimicked by incorporating into a pressure-sensitive sensor a variety of air-cavities
(right). Air-bubble-filled polymer deforms more than the bulk, under the same applied
load. The more/larger cavities inside the polymer volume, the more compressive the
material. The body pressure-sensitivity diagram adapted from [19, 208].
nanoindentation and microcompression experiments.
5.2 Polymeric foams
Polyurethanes or silicones are typical materials used in artificial foams. However, only
few polymers are compatible with microelectronic fabrication technology. Polyimides
(PI) have emerged as a favoured class of microtechnology-compatible materials, due to
their excellent processability, good planarization properties, low thermal expansion,
chemical resistance, and desirable adhesion properties to many layers, including
metals and PI itself. Moreover, they present high wear-resistance, high mechanical
strength, and a low dielectric constant [209].
Polymeric foams have been produced by using advanced chemical processes, in-
volving dissolution of foaming agents, bubble nucleation and growth, and stabi-
lization [210]. Nanofoams from PI have been synthesized using copolymers with
microphase separated morphologies, which have been selectively removed by ther-
mal treatment leaving voids in the nanometer range [211]. PI macrofoams have been
produced by reacting a derivative of a dianhydride with a diamine [212]. However, the
reported chemical methods affect only the bulk material properties and do not allow
local or selective control of porosity, i.e. one cannot define the size and shape of the
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foam cells.
Microfabrication methods are more suitable in this regard, as microcavities and mi-
crochannels can be custom-built. One convenient physical approach to microchannel
formation proposed by Hirai et al. relies on a SU-8 negative photoresist (PR) fabri-
cation technique, using dissolution of the uncross-linked PR through a permeable
membrane [213, 214]. Also, selective ion irradiation [181] can result in nanoporous PI
membranes. Metz et al. proposed PI-based thin microfluidic channels, which were
produced by the lamination technique [215], but PI adhesive bonding suffers from
film non-uniformity and void generation problems [216]. Finally, physical techniques
for manufacturing micro-air structures, including the use of sacrificial materials, have
been extensively studied by the Kohl group [217–225]. Based on this concept, single-
layer microchannels and micro-scaled sealed cavities in PI have been reported by
several authors [217, 221, 226].
Fabrication of air-void filled PI, based on decomposition of sacrificial microstructures,
requires the choice of the proper sacrificial material. Removal of material by solvents
in wet etch processes is time-consuming [227] and does not allow for fabrication of
closed-cell structures [162]. Hence, encapsulated decomposable microstructured
materials are favoured, whose decomposition products easily permeate the PI. In par-
ticular, some heat-depolymerizable materials decompose at elevated temperatures
into out-diffusing volatile small molecule compounds. Poly (propylene, ethylene, cy-
clohexane) carbonates [218, 221, 225, 226], dendritic hyperbranched polymers (HBP)
[228], polynorborenes (PNB) [217, 220, 221, 223], and tetracyclododecenes (TCD)
[223, 224] have been used for this approach. They can be structured by electron beam
lithography [229], dry etch [225, 226] or conventional lithography methods [219, 223].
Most of those materials, however, are not compatible with PI-overcoat processes
because of a high decomposition temperature, and a high solubility of the sacrificial
material in the PI’s solvent. Indeed, HBPs [228] require a temperature of 600°C to
decompose completely, whereas PBN- and TCD-based materials [223] require temper-
atures reaching 450°C. The process of imidization of PI requires usually temperatures
between 300-350°C, whereas extensive heating can result in the degradation of PI
and thermal instabilityb [209, 230]. PI air cavities fabricated based on sacrificial PNB
were reported [217], but the effect of high temperature film heating and the material’s
final mechanical properties were not addressed. In contrast, polycarbonates undergo
thermal decomposition at lower temperatures, which is safer for the PI. In order to
fully decompose, polypropylene carbonate (PPC) is known to require temperatures of
300°C [231], whereas polyethylene carbonate (PEC) decomposition requires heating
up to 210°C [218].
bhere stability is understood as the ability to retain weight at elevated temperature
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Yet, polycarbonates exhibit very high solubility in the main component of the PI’s
precursor, N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP), the latter representing up to 90% of the
weight [178]. Although microfabrication of cavities in PI based on PPC sacrificial
material was reported [226], it was a delicate process. A more universal approach,
allowing to combine any sacrificial material with any polymer overcoat was proposed
by Joseph et al. [221]. A barrier layer of silicon dioxide (SiO2) was incorporated in-
between the two polymeric layers to prevent solvent-incompatibility problems. A
silicon nitride (SiN) encapsulation layer [217] was used for a similar application.
In this thesis, a new approach for the controlled microfabrication of PI foam is intro-
duced. The inclusion of microcavities in the PI layers allows reducing their elastic
modulus while maintaining the advantageous properties of the material. I report the
development of custom-designed foam-like microstructures composed of PI layers
with air bubbles at predetermined positions, which are formed on silicon substrates
by heat-depolymerization of PPC sacrificial microstructures. The PPC exhibits a rela-
tively low decomposition temperature, which does not degrade PI, is commercially
available, cheap, and easily processable.
5.3 Microfabrication process of foam-like PI films
The process flow for the fabrication of foam-like PI layers is illustrated in figure 5.2b.
In my process, high void packing densities were realized. Namely, the whole surface of
a 4-inch wafer was densely covered with 5×5 mm2 void areas, which were completely
filled with structures of the geometry and dimensions as presented in figure 5.2a. The
main fabrication steps of the microcavities in PI were deposition and structuring of
PPC as a sacrificial layer, deposition of an aluminium (Al) barrier layer, and deposition
of PI on top of PPC, curing of the PI and depolymerization of the PPC.
5.3.1 Sacrificial material coating
In my optimized process, PPC (Empower Materials) of molecular weight (MW) 265 000
was dissolved in NMP (Acros), resulting in 20 wt.% or 30 wt.% solutions. The material’s
MW (different tested MWs are listed in table 5.1), concentration of the solution and
type of the solvent used were found to have influence on unwanted bubble formation
during the spin-coating and soft-bake processes.
My process started by spin-coating a 20 µm thin film of PPC onto a silicon wafer
(figure 5.2b-i). Bubbles were removed from the film by putting the wafer into a vac-
uum chamber (300, PVA TePla) for 1 min before the hot plate bake. Soft-baking was
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Figure 5.2: Fabrication of the microporous PI layer. (a) Square, circle and line-type
mask patterns are employed to realize PPC structures, that later will form the micro-
cavities. (b) Technological process flow: (i) spin-coating of sacrificial PPC, deposition
and structuring of the Ti mask, (ii) PPC dry etching, (iii) PPC reflow, (iv) deposition
of the Al barrier layer, (v) PI spin-coating, (vi) final bake to polymerize the PI and
decompose the sacrificial PPC.
performed on a hot plate under a fume hood to remove the solvent from the film
(RC8 THP, Karl Süss). The wafer was heated from 50 °C to 150 °C at a constant rate of
2 °C·min−1. The final temperature was kept for 1 h, after which the wafer was allowed
to cool down to ambient temperature (LSM-200, Sawatec).
5.3.2 Mask deposition
A 50 nm Ti layer was deposited by physical vapour deposition (PVD) as the mask for
the PPC etching (figure 5.2b-i). In this thesis, two distinct Ti deposition and structuring
techniques were considered. The first one was room temperature (RT) sputtering
(Spider 600, Pfeiffer), followed by conventional photolithography and wet etching of
Ti in hydrofluoric acid (HF). The second one implied the use of a stencil shadow mask
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Table 5.1: Test results for different sacrificial PPC and PI overcoat layers: dissolutiona ,
and collapseb , can be avoided by using an Al barrier layer between the PPC and the PI.
No barrier layer Al barrier layer
between PPC and PI between PPC and PI
PPC (MW) Dissolutiona Collapseb Dissolutiona Collapseb
178–197 k Y Y
222.9 k[226] P P N N
226–230 k Y Y N N
265 k P Y N N
a Premature dissolution of PPC in the PI.
b Collapse of the PI membrane over the to-be-formed air microcavity.
Y = yes; N = no; P = partial.
for the RT deposition of 50 µm Ti by evaporation (LAB 600H, Leybold Optics). The
latter neither required photolithography nor wet etching of the metal to obtain the Ti
mask.
Silicon nitride membranes [232] were used for the fabrication of stencil chips with
structural features in the nano- to micrometer-scale. For larger size microstructures
(>40×40 µm2) I used a stencil manufactured from a 380 µm thick Si wafer, which
had been etched anisotropically by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) using the Bosch
process (601E, Alcatel).
The combination of evaporation with stencil lithography led to excellent results, and
the surface obtained using Ti evaporation was smooth (figure 5.3a). Since the stencil
had directly provided a structured mask over the PPC, subsequent photolithography
and related procedures were not necessary. The topography variation of the mask
layer was in the range of 300 nm over a large area (figure 5.3b) (as measured by optical
profiling system Wyko NT1100, Veeco). With this masking technique, 5×5 µm2 PPC
microstructures were easily obtained (figure 5.3c). Thicker metal layers were found
leading to cracks over the wafer surface.
5.3.3 Sacrificial material etch
Next, the PPC was patterned via oxygen plasma etch in an inductively coupled plasma
(ICP) system at 1000 W, with constant etch rate of 2 µm·min−1 (figure 5.2b-ii) (Mul-
tiplex ICP, STS). The remaining Ti mask was then removed in an HF bath for 40 s,
resulting in matrices of structured channels and dots in PPC.
Figures 5.3d-f show scanning electron microscope (SEM, Carl Zeiss) images of the
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Figure 5.3: (a–c) Ti evaporated through a stencil mask on a PPC layer: (a) optical
microscope photograph of smooth surfaces obtained with this technique; (b) optical
profilometer image for part of the area of the Ti mask surface, revealing a thickness
variation of less than 300 nm; (c) optical microscope photograph of smaller Ti mask
structures. (d–f) SEM images of anisotropically etched PPC: (d) cross-section view
showing the 1:1 aspect ratio; (e) flat PPC surface after etching using a stencil mask;
(f) wrinkled surface and irregular edges of an etched PPC microstructure realized using
a sputter-deposited Ti-mask and standard lithography. (g–j) Process of decomposition
of sacrificial PPC: (g) as-made PPC encapsulated in a PI layer; (h) PPC starting to
decompose at ∼220 °C; (i) the PPC decomposed at ∼260–300 °C leaves a cavity in the
PI layer, some PPC residues remaining inside the void; (j) completely decomposed
PPC creates a complete void in the PI, after a 300 °C bake.
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PPC patters obtained after the etching steps. The dry etch was highly anisotropic,
allowing to obtain structures with vertical sidewalls and no mask undercut, with an
aspect ratio of 1:1 (figure 5.3d). Figure 5.3e corresponds to a microstructure realized
with an evaporation stencil-deposited Ti mask, which resulted in a flat and smooth
surface of the PPC surface, and a precise circular pattern.
5.3.4 Al barrier layer and PI overcoating
After the etch, the wafers were placed on a hot plate at 100 °C for 10 min to reflow
the PPC (RC8 THP, Karl Süss), in such a way that smooth slopes were obtained (fig-
ure 5.2b-iii). Consequently, the tapered PPC slopes allowed conformal metallization
by a 600 nm Al layer, deposited via PVD RT sputtering (figure 5.2b-iv) (Spider 600,
Pfeiffer).
The advantage of using an Al layer in contrast to other inorganic barrier layers pro-
posed [217, 221] is that it can be deposited at RT, which keeps the sacrificial material
thermally stable. Moreover, Al exhibits a good adhesion to polymeric surfaces. At the
same time, a thin and ductile Al layer did not influence the elasticity of the finally real-
ized foam-like layers. In contrast, high-stress and brittle SiO2 and SiN layers deposited
at temperatures above 100 °C during plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition
(PECVD) [233] seriously affect the meta-stable PPC material with a low glass transition
temperature (Tg ∼ 40 °C), enhancing cracking of the barrier layer.
The process continued by the deposition of a 20 µm layer of PI (figure 5.2b-v). Since
PPC exhibits very high solubility in the solvent of the deposited PI precursor, a low-
NMP-content precursor was used, namely photosensitive HD-4100 (HD Microsys-
tems) [178]. The PI spin-coating was done very rapidly, and using dynamic dispense,
decreasing the contact time of the NMP solvent with the PPC.
PI was dynamically dispensed in the following way: the initial rotation speed of 500
rpm was accelerated with a 100 rpm·min−1 rate to the final speed of 1300 rpm, at
which it was spun for 13 s for PR thinning (LSM-200, Sawatec). The Al barrier layer
served at this point of the process as a physical barrier for the penetration of the NMP
solvent into the PPC microstructures.
Finally, the PI-coated wafer was placed on a hot plate at 110 °C and prebaked for 10
minutes for the evacuation of the solvent under a fume hood, and was subsequently
cooled down to RT. In the next step, the sample was flood UV-exposed with a broad-
band spectrum (300-440 nm), with a dose of 3 J·cm−2 to initiate the cross-linking of
the PI (MA6, Karl Süss).
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Table 5.2: Furnace baking steps for PPC decomposition and PI polymerization.
Baking
step
Tstart Ramping Tstop Time Gas envi-
ronment
Process
1 50 °C 0.25 °C·min−1 200 °C O2 partial
2 200 °C - 200 °C 1 h N2 polymerization
3 200 °C cool downa RT O2 of PI
4 50 °C 10 °C·min−1 300 °C N2 > 200 °C decomposition
5 300 °C - 300 °C 3 h N2 of PPC and full
6 300 °C cool downa RT N2 > 200 °C polymerization
of PI
a Cool down by natural oven convection.
5.3.5 Baking steps for PPC decomposition and PI polymerization
Next, the wafer underwent several furnace-heating steps (figure 5.2b-vi and table 5.2).
Figure 5.4a demonstrates the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) results (Mettler-
Toledo, DSC-25) of the PI HD-4100. Three peaks associated with polymerization are
noticeable at temperatures around 130 °C (A), 170 °C (B), and 240 °C (C). To exploit
this polymerization behaviour, the previously processed wafer was subjected to the
following baking step. It was placed in a furnace at 50 °C, the temperature was ramped
up with 0.25 °C·min−1 and held at 200 °C for 1 h in O2 environment (T6060, Heraeus).
During this process, the PPC did not undergo thermal decomposition, but partial
polymerization of the PI overcoat layer was obtained.
Indeed, figure 5.4b shows the thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) results (Mettler-
Toledo, TA-11) of PPC of MW=265 000, indicating the thermal decomposition at
temperatures between 200 °C and 300 °C, in nitrogen and oxygen environments.
During decomposition in nitrogen, the PPC binder decomposes by pyrolisis via a
depolymerization mechanism into a propylene carbonate liquid [231] (figure 5.4c),
a highly polar solvent, which evaporates without leaving residual carbon. During
thermal decomposition in an oxygen atmosphere, the PPC binder produces carbon
dioxide and water (figure 5.4d).
Therefore, for a subsequent baking step, I chose a temperature of 300 °C, at which
there is simultaneous PPC decomposition and PI polymerization. The time of 3 h was
needed for a final cure of the PI and complete decomposition of the PPC. Figure 5.4e
gives the indication of the typical temperature profile adapted during our baking
process and shows the corresponding TGA results of a PI layer.
The use of the thin Al layer was crucial: being deposited for forming a barrier be-
tween the solvent-containing PI and PPC layers during spin-coating, in the baking
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Figure 5.4: (a) DSC of UV-exposed PI-HD4100 heated at a rate of 10 °C·min−1, in
nitrogen flow, showing three polymerization-associated peaks: (A) around 130 °C,
(B) around 170 °C and (C) around 240 °C. (b) TGA curves of PPC 265 k, at two different
heating rates of 3 and 10 °C·min−1, in air and under nitrogen flow. Mechanism of PPC’s
decomposition (c) by pyrolisis in nitrogen environment, (d) by combustion in oxygen
environment. (e) TGA of UV-exposed PI-HD4100: a softbake at 200 °C is followed by
temperature lowering for stress relaxation, which is subsequently followed by poly-
merization at 300 °C. (f) TGA of UV-exposed PI-HD4100: performed without softbake,
at a heating rate 10 °C·min−1, under nitrogen flow. The analysis illustrates the removal
of solvents (∼70%) in the polyimide mixture below 300 °C, and the degradation of the
material above 400 °C.
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process, it was permeable to the gaseous reaction products originating from the PPC
decomposition. At the same time, the Al barrier layer provided a certain rigidity of the
microporous PI, preventing collapse of the PI membranes after void formation.
Figures 5.3g-j illustrate the mechanism of void formation in the PI layer at various
stages of furnace bakes. Only after the bake at a temperature of 300 °C, the completely
decomposed PPC created a void in the PI film, which is cleared from residues (fig-
ure 5.3j). In my decomposition-cure process, I did not exceed a temperature of 300 °C,
and therefore did not compromise the mechanical properties of the PI film [230]. The
TGA of the PI HD-4100 suggests a beginning of the material’s thermal degradation
only above 400 °C indeed (figure 5.4f).
My optimized multiple-step baking process fully exploited the PI’s curing proper-
ties and the PPC’s decomposition behaviour, and released the stresses inside the PI
overcoat layer.
5.3.6 Optical inspection of the fabrication process results
Figures 5.5a, b show SEM images of the manufactured arrays of microcavities of
two different sizes in a PI film. The obtained void fraction with a single cavity layer
corresponds to 20-30%.
Figure 5.5c is an example of a double-layer process. The different appearance between
the first and second levels of voids may give the false impression that processing
sequences were different. However, the second-layer microcavities can be simply
obtained by repeating the fabrication steps (figure 5.5b-i to -vi) without modifications
to the process. The reason for the difference in the sidewall profile of the cavities
obtained in the second level is due to the PPC reflow step (figures 5.5b-iv). Before
the deposition of the Al barrier layer, the PPC was reflowed to allow the conformal
metallization of its surface. The contact angle of liquified PPC was bigger on silicon
substrate (first level) than on PI (second level).
Figure 5.5d is a zoom into the rectangular area of figure 5.5c. The highest obtained
aspect ratio for the microcavities without collapse was 15:1 (figure 5.5e).
5.3.7 Notes on the process
Although the process seems straightforward and simple, a lot of challenging issues
had to be faced, in particular (i) masking and patterning of PPC, (ii) PPC dissolution
during spin-coating and (iii) microcavity collapse during hardbake. Therefore, it is
worth discussing in more detail these critical issues.
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Figure 5.5: SEM cross-section views of fabricated arrays of microcavities in a PI layer:
(a) 30 µm wide voids; (b) 80 µm wide voids; (c) PI layer stack encompassing two levels
of cavities; (d) a zoom into the rectangular area of the image above; (e) a 150 µm wide
channel with an aspect ratio of 15:1. All scale bars correspond to 100 µm.
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(i) Masking and patterning of PPC. I found that sputter deposition of the Ti mask,
followed by classical photolithography, is less convenient for the fabrication of high-
resolution PPC structures than the use of the stencil mask.
Although the sputtering machine was the same for Ti and Al processes (Spider 600,
Pfeiffer), reticulation was only observed in Ti films. When Ti was sputtered on PPC,
this surface appeared cracked, rough and wrinkled (figure 5.6a), very often already
after the metal deposition step. The depth of these cracks reached 1.5 µm (figure 5.6b)
as measured with a profilometer (Wyko NT1100, Veeco). The main reason for the
wrinkling effect was the sputtering environment, in which the surface of the PPC was
easily heated above the Tg ≈40 °C, resulting in polymer reflow phenomena. On the
contrary, the unintentional heating of the wafer during Al deposition was probably
weaker, and also the Al deposition was performed after the heating step at 100 °C for
PPC reflow, during which eventual thermally inducible stresses in the polymer may
have decreased in importance.
The low Tg value of the PPC also posed a problem to the micropatterning of PPC using
classical lithography, for which temperatures above 100 °C were needed in the PR
baking, exposure and development steps, and which further raised the reticulation
effect. A reticulated surface caused problems during PR exposure and development.
Since the reflective properties of a wrinkled substrate were non-uniform, finding the
right exposure dose was difficult. As a result, the structures were usually overexposed,
degrading the resolution of the Ti mask. A reticulated surface of the Ti mask also
caused problems during the development of PR, because the developer solution did
not penetrate to the indentations in the surface, therefore leaving PR residues. In such
a case, in order to obtain the desired level of development, the structures must have
been overdeveloped, thus further degraded in resolution.
Figure 5.3f is an example of a PPC etched microstructure with a sputter-deposited Ti
mask. The surface of the PPC material was cracked and wrinkled, while the edges of
the structured pattern were irregular and contributed to the lack of resolution.
(ii) PPC dissolution during spin-coating. Since PPC exhibits a very high solubility
in the NMP solvent of the spin-coated PI, a serious solvent-incompatibility problem
arose. Figure 5.6c shows partially dissolved PPC structures after PI spin-coating. In
order to overcome this challenge, in my process, a low-NMP-content PI was spun
shortly using a dynamic dispense procedure.
(iii) Microcavities collapse during hardbake. Decomposition of PPC at high tem-
peratures (200-300 °C), when the PI overcoat was softened and not yet fully polymer-
ized, contributed to a common process-related problem – a collapse of the fabricated
voids (see figures 5.6d, e). Joseph et al. [221] reported this problem as overcoat sagging
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and explained it as follows. At the decomposition temperature, the overcoat material
softened and sagged into the cavity, or permanently deformed from pressure built up
inside the cavity. A void maintained the exact shape of the sacrificial material only
if the overcoating layer kept its rigidity at the high process temperatures [217, 218].
Likewise, in my process, thermal stresses in the PI film promoted the collapse. Fi-
nally, since PPC decomposed into a liquid propylene carbonate, the capillary forces
favoured sticking of the overcoat on the silicon substrate. Attraction forces appearing
between the NMP and the liquefied sacrificial material also promoted the collapse of
the voids. Figure 5.4e shows that the long bake at 200 °C did not suffice to completely
100 µm
100 µm 20 µm
(c)                                                        (d)
(e)
(a)                            (b)
Figure 5.6: Main fabrication challenges: (a, b) wrinkled Ti sputtered mask on the PPC
layer: (a) optical microscope photograph of the cracking and wrinkling effect; (b) opti-
cal profilometer image reconstruction for a magnified small area of the wrinkled Ti
mask surface. (c) Problem of dissolution of PPC structures in the NMP solvent of PI’s
precursor, visible as bubbles and comets around the circular PPC shapes. (d, e) Col-
lapse issue of the overcoat PI layer during PPC’s decomposition: (d) a collapsed
channel; (e) a matrix of collapsed voids.
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evaporate the NMP solvent from the PI film, despite baking at the temperature close
to the solvent’s boiling point (Tb = 204 °C). In fact, the material required curing at
300 °C for an additional hour in order to vaporize the excessive 20% of the solvent.
The incorporation of an Al barrier layer was essential to overcome the spin-coating
and void collapse problems.
Table 5.1 summarizes the fabrication results obtained for various MW of PPC, with and
without the use of the Al barrier layer. PPC-PI combinations that were “not compatible”
(solvent interference, destruction of sacrificial material, collapse or deformation
of PI overcoat) are identified by “Y”, while those that did not exhibit compatibility
problems are labeled with “N” (no solvent or mechanical property issue). Since the
MW quantifies the size of the polymer chain, shorter chains – thus PPCs with a lower
MW – exhibited higher solubility in solvents. However, regardless the MW of PPC,
fabrication of microcavities was limited both due to the solvent interference and
the collapse of overcoat problems. The Al barrier layer was key for a high yield and
reproducibility of the process.
5.4 Modelling of microcavity deformation under stress
For the two-dimensional (2D) mechanical modelling, I used a commercial FEM solver
(COMSOL Multiphysics 3.5a), assuming the microstructure shown in figure 5.7a, with
w being the width, and h the height, of the void, t the thickness of the overcoat layer
and P the pressure uniformly applied on the top surface. The PI isotropic elastic
material has a Young’s modulus of E = 5.9 GPa, Poisson’s ratio ν = 0.33 [178] and I
applied a distributed load of P = 60 MPa. The bottom side of the microstructure had a
fixed boundary condition, whereas the sides and top were free to move and deform
following the applied compressive load.
The simulation results are shown in figures 5.7b-e. The colour gradient in the figure
displays the calculated von Mises stress in the material, and the deformation of the
structure reflects the displacement of the material under the applied load. The maxi-
mum vertical displacement of the cavity membrane occured in the middle, and its
corresponding value is marked on the graphs. Several void geometries were simulated:
(c) rectangular, (d) ellipsoidal and (e) rounded voids, but the overall size of the models
is equal. Figure 5.7b illustrates the simulation results for bulk PI. Under stress, the bulk
material yielded the maximum displacement of 0.4 µm, whereas the displacement
of the overcoat layers in cases (c)-(e) corresponded to 13.3 µm, 5.5 µm and 10.3 µm,
respectively. The shape of the cavity had a major influence on the response of the
compressed material. The sharper the edges, the larger the deformation of the mem-
brane, while round-edged cavities account for improved stress distribution over the PI.
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Figure 5.7: 2D modelling of stress and deformation with Comsol Multiphysics, for
various void geometries in the PI: (a) schematic of a modelled microstructure, (b) bulk
PI layer, (c) 100 µm×20 µm rectangular cavity, (d) ellipsoidal cavity, (e) rounded cavity.
The uniformly applied pressure P = 60 MPa. The surface colours and legend bars
correspond to the von Mises stress [Pa], and the deformation of the structure reflects
the displacement of the material under the applied load.
I also used the analytical Roark’s formula [234] for the deformation of a thin rectangular
plate, with as boundary conditions its placement on a supporting post at two sides and
clamping at the two other sides, while subjected to a uniform load P . The maximum
deflection of the membrane is given by
zmax = −βP w
4
Et 3
(5.1)
where β is a coefficient depending on the plate geometry; in my case, I employed
β= 0.021 [234].
Figure 5.8a is the maximum deflection of a thin square plate, as derived from Roark’s
formula (5.1) as a function of the plate’s width w with the thickness t as parameter.
The figure indicates that the plate’s deflection increases when the thickness t of the
plate is decreased, or the plate width w becomes larger. In order to obtain large
vertical displacements one can either make a thinner plate or a cavity with larger
horizontal dimension.
Figure 5.8b is the maximum deflection of a thin square plate as a function of the
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plate’s thickness t with a plate width w as parameter. In figure 5.8b I compared the
analytical result of (5.1) with the Comsol Multiphysics simulation of the rectangular
cavity shown in figure 5.7c. The trend of the analytical result is close to that of the
numerical model, apart from the value for β=0.06 that has to be taken instead of the
listed value (β=0.021). This difference is most probably due to the slightly different
boundary conditions used in the analytical and numerical models.
5.5 Compression experiments of microporous layers
Stress-strain behaviour of polymeric samples can be measured by instrumented
presses, tension- and compression-testing machines, or specialized dynamical me-
chanical analyzers (DMAs) [235]. Yet, such universal testing machines require rel-
atively large specimens. Moreover, they evaluate usually their elastic properties in
tension. For instance, strain behaviour of thin PI nanofoam films in tension has been
reported for specimens of 10×30 mm2 [236], whereas porous polystyrene foams have
been tested in compression for the specimens of 30×30×10 mm3 [237].
The major challenge in compression testing of micrometer-thin samples is the precise,
nanometer-ranged measurement of the strain, which commercial mechanical analy-
sers and presses cannot provide. The second important issue is the question of critical
horizontal alignment of the testing plates with the surface of the compressed material,
again difficult to obtain for the above-mentioned types of equipment. Therefore,
nanoindentation and microindentation with a custom-prepared flat needle have been
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Figure 5.8: Maximum deflection of a thin square plate, as derived from Roark’s for-
mula (5.1): (a) dependence on the plate’s width w with the thickness t as parameter;
the inset shows the deflection results on a logarithmic scale; (b) dependence on the
plate’s thickness t with a plate width w as parameter. The circles represent the numer-
ical simulation results (Comsol Multiphysics) obtained for a plate w = 100 µm, which
well compares with Roark’s formula for w = 100 µm, and β= 0.06.
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proposed to provide stress-strain data in compression for thin inorganic films such as
copper, vanadium nitride, titanium nitride and tungsten [238].
In this thesis, I proposed two mechanical testing methods for the measurement of the
elastic properties of the thin PI microporous layers: a conventional nanoindentation
setup (Nano Indenter XP) (see section 5.5.1), and a home-built microcompressor
tester (see section 5.5.2).
5.5.1 Conventional nanoindentation setup
For the nanoindentation tests, a sharp Berkovich tip was used, and figure 5.9 illus-
trates the force, hardness and effective Young’s modulus as a function of the vertical
displacement of the tip, taking eight tip loading and eight tip unloading curves at
different positions within the same sample.
Figure 5.9a compares the applied force for bulk PI (T1) and for the microporous PI
film with the tip applied above the centre of a void (T2), allowing for a maximum
vertical displacement of 3 µm of the tip. The presence of the void evidently led to a
reduced force due to the bending of the thin PI overcoat acting as a thin plate.
The measured hardness, defined as H = F /Ar where Ar is the residual nanoindenta-
tion area, and F is the load, is shown in figure 5.9b. Up to a vertical displacement of
1000 nm, the curves T1 and T2 overlap, which indicates that the thin plate over the
void was behaving like the bulk material for the applied loads. In the case of the curve
T2, for larger vertical displacements of the tip, the thin plate bent, lowering the force,
resulting in an apparently reduced hardness. In the case of the curve T1, the observed
increase in hardness for displacements above 1800 nm indicates the inhomogeneity
of the PI film, i.e. the surface part was softer than the bulk.
Young’s modulus is given by
E = (1−ν2)
 2ζp
pi
√
Ap (h)
S
− 1−ν
2
i
Ei

−1
(5.2)
where ζ is a geometrical constant, Ap (h) is the projected area of the indentation at
the h tip depth, S is the stiffness of the contact derived from continuous stiffness
measurement, ν is a specimen’s Poisson’s ratio and νi and Ei are the diamond tip’s
Poisson’s ratio and modulus, respectively.
The measured modulus (5.2) is shown in figure 5.9c. The modulus of bulk PI (T1)
increased with the depth of the material, whereas the modulus of the thin plate over a
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Figure 5.9: Nanoindentation results for a bulk PI film (T1), and a microporous PI film
with the tip applied above the centre of a void (T2): (a) the force, (b) the hardness and
(c) the effective Young’s modulus as a function of the vertical displacement of the tip.
void (T2) was about a factor of two smaller, due to bending of the thin plate, resulting
in an apparently reduced effective modulus. The mean value of the effective Young’s
modulus at the start of the tip unloading equaled 5.77 ±0.06 GPa for bulk PI, and
2.51 ±0.03 GPa for a thin plate over a void, confirming the increase of the effective
elasticity of the microporous PI. The minor variation of the results gives the evidence
of the good homogeneity between the voids within the sample.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Microcompressor setup: (1) rotating motor, (2) micrometric screw,
(3) moving stage, (4) compression needle with a flat tip, (5) compressed specimen,
(6) supporting beam, (7) force sensor, (8) deflected sample during compression testing,
(9) optical microscope. (b) Magnified view of the sample area, as recorded with the
microscope. (c) SEM picture of the flat needle used for compression tests. (d) SEM
cross-section image of a void used for compression tests, with indication of the posi-
tion of the flat needle.
5.5.2 Home-built microcompressor tester
For the microcompression tests, I used a home-built microtensile and microcompres-
sor tester (EPFL-LMM Mechanical Metallurgy Laboratory), the experimental setup
of which is illustrated in figure 5.10a. Compression tests were conducted by placing
the test specimen between the flat needle, normal to the sample surface, and the sup-
porting beam. The applied force was registered using a force sensor, while the needle
displacement was recorded on a camera connected to an optical microscope (fig-
ure 5.10b). The displacement rate of the flat needle was set to 1.5 µm·min−1, and the
load was measured via deformation of the calibrated vertical beam with a resolution
of 10 nN. The needle had been polished by tripod polisher on a grinding wheel with a
diamond grain paper with a grain size of 500 nm (Allied High Tech Products) in order
to obtain a flat tip surface (figure 5.10c). The tip was aligned for the measurements
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Figure 5.11: (a) Pressure data from ten different PI plates versus displacement normal
to the film’s surface, and the theoretical prediction, as calculated by Comsol Mul-
tiphysics. (b) Force data from ten different PI plates versus their displacement, in
comparison with the nanoindentation data (T2).
above the void using the optical microscope (figures 5.10b, d).
The microcompressor measurement results are shown in figure 5.11. A set of ten
compression tests has been performed placing the flat needle tip above the void. The
pressure exerted on the sample was calculated from the force sensor, assuming a
uniform compression under a perfectly flat needle tip of 64 µm in diameter. A moving
average filter has been used to reduce the noise from the raw measurement data. The
setup had been calibrated using the bulk thin film PI sample and the pure sample
holder only, proceeding 14 control tests and assuming a constant setup stiffness of
-32.8 mN/µm, when operated in the range of 0–300 mN.
The measurement results shown in figure 5.11a illustrate the displacement of the
thin plate under compressive pressure normal to the film’s surface for ten different
samples. Variations are probably due to differences in needle-void alignment, contact
surface and geometrical variability of the void.
The experimental curves are compared with the theoretical prediction modelled by
Comsol Multiphysics, as shown in figure 5.11a. The void’s compression measurement
curves have nearly the same slope as the simulated curve. The stiffness of the thin
PI plate above the void, defined as S = P/z where z is the vertical displacement of
the plate produced by pressure P , was inferred from the slopes of the curves in figure
5.11a. The measured and the simulatedc stiffness values are close (Spor ous.meas =
4.62±1.87 MPa/µm, Spor ous.si m = 5.82 MPa/µm). When compared with the simulated
value for a bulk material (Sbulk = 150 MPa/µm), the stiffness of the porous film has
csimulated for a model as shown in figure 5.7e
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been reduced by a factor of 30, which confirms the increase of vertical displacement
of the material under applied pressure for the porous case. Figure 5.11b represents
the same data as shown in figure 5.11a, plotted as force–displacement curves, to
allow comparison with data obtained from the nanoindenter (T2). Variation in the
experimental data is, like in figure 5.11a, due to needle-void alignment, contact surface
and geometrical variability of the void.
5.6 Summary and discussion
A process for fabricating PI films with custom-designed microporosity has been devel-
oped, based on the heat-induced depolymerization of PI-embedded PPC microstruc-
tures. The fabricated foam-like microstructures were up to 40 µm thick and incor-
porated air cavities with a width ranging from 20 to 200 µm, a length up to 5 mm,
and a height of 20 µm. The mechanical stress–strain properties of the microcavities
were modeled using both analytical and numerical methods. The simulation data
were in good agreement with the results of nanoindentation and microcompression
experiments, which showed the reduction of the effective Young’s modulus from
5.77 ±0.06 GPa for bulk PI to 2.51 ±0.03 GPa for a foam-like layer, and the reduction of
stiffness from 150 MPa/µm for bulk PI to 4.62 ±1.87 MPa/µm for a foam-like layer.
The microfabrication method yielded high reproducibility via the introduction of an
intermediate Al barrier layer. The Al barrier layer was easily deposited at RT, and did
not deteriorate the elasticity of the thin PI plate above the void. It prevented PPC
from dissolution by the NMP solvent, and stopped microcavities from collapsing.
Additionally, the problem of collapse was avoided by applying an appropriate heating
process, in which the PI overcoat was partially polymerized before decomposition
of the sacrificial PPC material. Moreover, by using stencil lithography, an improved
resolution of the void structures was obtained.
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6 Conclusions and outlook
This thesis presented new designs of micromachined flexible capacitive sensors for
uni-axial and three-axial force measurements. Furthermore, an innovative flexible
porous polymeric film structure was introduced, which has the potential for integra-
tion into these sensors as a cellular dielectric.
Depending upon their design, capacitive sensors can measure uni-axial or three-axial
forces. Elastic polymeric materials and packagings are robust and ideal supports
for large-area sensor arrays adapting to an arbitrary shape. Micromachined capaci-
tive sensors in such polymeric packages are sensitive to the applied force, protected
against overloads, conformable and expandable to large areas. Moreover, polymer-
based capacitive sensors can be adjusted to offer application-specific sensitivity and
range of operation. Taken together, these properties result in a sensitive and robust
skin-like device, exhibiting vast potential for application in artificial skins of robotic
bodies or prosthetic limbs.
6.1 Flexible capacitive sensor for uni-axial large force
measurements
In chapter 3, a uni-axial flexible force sensor was developed, the operation of which
was based on the measurement of a load-induced capacitance change. The use of
polyimide (PI), both as a substrate and elastic dielectric between the electrodes, as-
sured flexibility of the structure. The polymer technologies allowed also realization of
two-level PI microstructures with gentle slopes, which facilitated producing overlap-
ping, displaceable electrodes with contact pads on the same level. The golden-stud
technique provided a robust bonding to the sensor. An analytical formula and finite
element analyses modelled the sensor’s capacitance. The electrical characterization
of the capacitors revealed capacitances in the range of 130 pF and a typical force
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sensitivity of 0.5-1 fF/N, in excellent agreement with the model. The sensor showed
high strength and durability, when operated in the 1 kN force range. It exhibited
linearity and absence of hysteresis, and a lower detection limit of 100 N. The sensor
could continually withstand higher loads, in excess of 3 kN, without damage.
Application-specific sensitivity and range are envisaged for touch-sensing systems. By
changing physical parameters of my sensor (i.e. the thickness of the dielectric, the
polymer’s elasticity, the plate size) the sensor’s characteristics can be tailored to the
application. Since industrial robots operate in the kN range of contact forces when
gripping and manipulating objects, the developed flexible and durable force sensor
can find possible implementation in grippers of industrial robots. Moreover, currently,
a large number of industrial robots have no sensory abilities, therefore providing
them with touch sensing would allow expanding their performance and operating
capabilities. The robust PI packaging would permit withstanding heavy workload
and harsh industrial conditions (temperature, humidity, chemical stresses, or sudden
force).
Elasticity, flexibility, and conformability are the required features of an ideal dis-
tributed tactile sensor. The developed sensor was flexible and functioned well on
surfaces having curvatures consistent with robotic grippers. Therefore, it could mea-
sure manipulator’s contact forces, conforming to arbitrary shapes of industrial robots’
gripper jaws. When placed or distributed inside the robotic gripper, the thin sensors
would not significantly increase the thickness of a robotic part, and could be simply
attached to the body using adhesives. For such robotic applications, in case grippers
are metallic, or if metallic pieces need to be gripped, the susceptibility of the sensor
to conductive surfaces resulting in parasitic stray capacitance could be handled by
surrounding the sensor with appropriate guard or shield electrodes [150].
6.2 Flexible capacitive sensor for three-axial force mea-
surements
Chapter 4 reported on the development of a three-axial force sensor composed of
flexible polymeric films. The finger-shaped electrode design rendered a capacitive
sensor for the measurement of 3D load with high sensitivity in all axes. Integration of
three polymers in the sensor’s technology process, namely PI, Parylene-C, and poly-
dimethylsiloxane (PDMS), provided an overall flexibility of the sensor and elasticity of
the capacitor’s dielectric. Theoretical models permitted the estimation of the sensor’s
capacitance and its 3-axial force sensitivity. The electrical characterization of the
capacitors showed static capacitances in the range of 20 pF, in excellent agreement
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with the model. The electromechanical characterization of the capacitors revealed
in the normal direction a sensitivity Sz = 0.024 kPa−1 for pressures <10 kPa, whereas
for higher pressures >10 kPa the measured sensitivity Sz = 6.6 ·10−4 kPa−1. Typical
measured shear force sensitivity Sx = 2.8 ·10−4 kPa−1.
A critical ability required from a single tactile pixel is the measurement of not only
the magnitude, but also the direction of load. The combination of the capacitive
finger-like electrode design with polymer technologies allowed obtaining a sensor
that was capable of measuring three-axial forces with high sensitivity. Human skin
experiences continuously 3-axial force changes, whose aspects should be considered
when designing artificial skins for prosthetic applications. The developed 3-axial
capacitive force sensor is of major interest for touch sensors in prosthetic and symbi-
otic robot’s artificial skins, where the measurement of 3D force is crucial, mainly for
hand-skin applications for proper object manipulation, and foot-skin applications for
gait stabilization or analysis.
A specific sensitivity and range are envisaged for prosthetic tactile sensors. The ob-
served rage of measurable forces and 3-axial sensitivities of my sensor placed it exactly
in the region of interest for human hand- and foot-artificial skin applications. Thanks
to the specific design of the top electrode, the sensor’s sensitivity was comparable with
the tactile sensation of human skin, which relies on four types of mechanoreceptors.
The sensor exhibited an increased sensitivity at low pressures, which is primarily
desirable in real-world applications, especially for tactile sensing by fingertips. That
is, the high sensitivity of the sensor at soft touch reflected the ability of fine tactile
sensation of human skin provided with superficially-located Merkel and Meissner’s
mechanoreceptors. For higher loads, the sensor reflected the ability of high-pressure
perception on human skin by deep-buried Pacinian and Ruffini mechanoreceptors,
and provided a wide range of detectable forces with a lower sensitivity.
The polymer technologies allowed for fabrication of a flexible and conformable tac-
tile sensor, which, in future application of determining forces on human body parts,
would efficiently cover the involved body area surface and be conformal to its shape.
6.3 Flexible films with custom-designed microporosity
A new method for fabrication of microporous PI layers with high reproducibility and
yield has been covered in chapter 5. The realization of PI films with custom-designed
microporosity was possible by using polypropylene carbonate (PPC) as a sacrificial
material. The process, based on the heat-induced depolymerization of PI-embedded
PPC microstructures, allowed obtaining foam-like microstructures with the thickness
of up to 40µm, which incorporated air cavities with a width ranging from 20 to 200µm,
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a length up to 5 mm, and a height of 20 µm. Analytical and numerical methods
permitted modelling the mechanical stress–strain properties of the microcavities. The
simulation data were in good agreement with the results of nanoindentation and
microcompression experiments. The tests proved that a reduction of the effective
Young’s modulus E and stiffness S was obtained for a foam-like layer when compared
to bulk PI (Epor ous = 2.51 GPa, Ebulk = 5.77 GPa, Spor ous = 4.62 MPa/µm, Sbulk =
150 MPa/µm).
The human cutaneous sensors cover the whole body. Further, the tactile sensitivity
of human skin is body site-dependent. In analogy, an artificial touch system should
be a distributed large-area sensory organ, with a spatial resolution and sensitivity
modulated according to the body site where it is to be placed. The method presented
in this thesis could allow development of such large-area artificial skins with variable
touch-sensitive regions, by introducing a new type of flexible material.
By custom-designing the local porosity, my flexible layers can therefore find possible
implementation in capacitive force sensing applications of large-area tactile surfaces
and artificial skins, where they could be tailored to cutaneous sensitivity characteris-
tics of various body sites. In capacitive force sensors, one requires an elastic dielectric
between the electrodes, hence a cellular polymeric material could perform excellently
given its superior dielectric and mechanical properties. Provided the overall sensor
size is much larger than the typical cavity size, one can tailor the mechanical prop-
erties of a dielectric by varying the number, shape and spacing of the voids, hence
obtaining in-between the capacitive plates a foam-like dielectric with varying elas-
ticity. By increasing thoroughly the size of the void, one can also obtain thin flexible
suspended membranes, acting as a support for capacitive electrodes spaced by an
air-cavity dielectric. To conclude, the elasticity of the dielectric between the capacitive
electrodes could be tuned by forming microporous layers or suspended insulation
membranes. The microporosity can be easily and precisely varied, by modifying the
number, volume, shape and distribution of the voids. Since the manufactured micro-
porous PI has the structure of a closed cell, it should also have improved moisture
resistance and shock-absorption compared with open-cell foams.
6.4 Towards artificial skin
The microfabrication processes of the PI microporous layers and those of the flexible
capacitive force sensors are compatible with respect to each other, bringing promise in
the integration of the different technologies and expansion into large-area tactile sur-
faces of custom-designed sensitivity. In particular, by combining the PI-based flexible
capacitive force sensors, and microporous PI as its dielectric, with the PI-Parylene-
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Table 6.1: Characteristics of the artificial sensors and porous films developed in this
thesis, in comparison with the features of a human skin.
Feature human
skin
uni-axial
force sensor
(chapter 3)
3-axial
force sensor
(chapter 4)
porous
films
(chapter 5)
covering large area " " " "
site-specific spatial resolution " " " "
site-specific sensitivity " % % "
activity-specific sensitivity " " " n/a
activity-specific range " " " n/a
detection of 1D forces " " " n/a
detection of 3D forces " % " n/a
flexible " " " "
conformable " " " "
C-PDMS-based flexible 3-axial force sensors, one can obtain an expanded sensory
organ, with location-dependent cutaneous sensitivity characteristics. By processing
all in a single batch, one can define the areas of specified touch sensitivity, variable
spatial resolution, particular range of detectable forces, and sensitivity to three-axial
or uni-axial force only. Table 6.1 summarizes, and compares with the features of a
human skin, the characteristics of the artificial sensors and the microporous films
developed in this thesis, which, combined, can be used for artificial mimicking of
human tactile sensing.
To conclude the outlook, the integration of miniaturised 1D and 3D force sensors in
large-area flexible substrates with custom-designed elasticity could provide the basis
for artificial skin and mimicking of human tactile sensing. Such a large-area organ,
with distributed tactile cells, detecting both 1D and 3D contact forces, with body site-
dependent tactile sensibility, site-specific spatial resolution and dynamic range, would
remain elastic, flexible and conformal to arbitrarily-shaped body surfaces. Finally, the
tactile sensation provided with this sensory organ would resemble that of human skin,
which is based on the four types of mechanoreceptors, distributed all over the body,
with variable density and embedded at different depths, always working together to
provide both sensitivity to fine touch and to high pressure.
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A Appendix A
When several lines are placed next to each other, the total capacitance of one line
includes the coupling capacitance between the lines and ground capacitance between
the line and the ground. In case of three parallel strip lines, of width w , thickness t ,
length L, spaced by s, and separated by h from the infinite ground substrate (figure
A.1), the total capacitance is known as Sakurai’s formula [186], given by:
C = ε0ε
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[
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where C1 = ε0εL
{
1.15
(w
h
)+2.8( th )0.222} is the capacitance of a single line placed on
a bulk, and C2 =C3 = ε0εL
[
0.03
(w
h
)+0.83( th )+0.07( th )0.222] · (hs )1.34 are the capaci-
tances of the couplings between the lines.
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Figure A.1: Capacitance of three strip lines and a plane.
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B Appendix B
In chapter 3.3.1 the force sensitivity of the sensor is calculated by a Taylor series (TS)
expansion (B.1) of equation 3.1 and given with the formula B.2.
T S[ f (x)]=
∞∑
n=0
f (n)(a)
n!
(x−a)n (B.1)
∆C
∆F
= b1
∆F
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k+1(∆h)k
hk+10
+ . . .
+ 0.222b2
∆F
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k+1(∆h)k ·Γ(1.222+k)
(k+1)! ·hk+0.2220 ·Γ(1.222)
+ . . .
+ 0.34b3
∆F
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k (∆h)k ·Γ(0.66+k)
(k+1)! ·hk−0.340 ·Γ(0.66)
+ . . .
+ 1.118b4
∆F
∞∑
k=0
(−1)k (∆h)k ·Γ(−0.118+k)
(k+1)! ·hk−1.1180 ·Γ(−0.118)
(B.2)
where the gamma function Γ is expressed as:
Γ(n)= (n−1)! (B.3)
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